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Our first annual Art Awards event in The Artisan Store Fremantle’s calendar, a 
plethora of categories showcasing the amazing work of Western Australians in 
a very special exhibition.

Our judging panel, drawn from Fremantle’s finest, had the difficult task task of selecting the works, within 
the constraints of judging guidelines—contained elements of technical prowess, conceptual thinking and 
aesthetic originality. The 239 selected works provide a window into the exceptional talent of our local 
artists. There was no brief for the art award, just that you be a Western Australian artist, which has given the 
selected artists a unique opportunity to be able to exhibit their talent without constraint.

This exhibition brings together visual arts from multiple categories including ceramics, bronze, glass,as-

semblage sculpture textiles, silver smithing, painting, printmaking, photography. An amazing collection of 
contemporary art rarely seen in one single art exhibition.

I would like to congratulate all the artists for their amazing submissions who have made our first annual art 
awards a huge success. My thanks also goes to the Fremantle BID for their funding that got this dream off 
the ground, to local businessman Gerard O’Brien from Silverleaf Investments for providing the venue, to 
Quest Fremantle for donating the prize for the People’s Choice Award, to Gage Roads Brewing Co for their 
contribution to opening night drinks, to Jacksons Drawing Supplies for helping us promote the event and 
to our Artisan Store Artists who have unselfishly donated their time and support to helping make this event 
possible. A thank you also goes to our judges whom have donated their time to selecting our exhibition 
pieces and choosing the winners.

Acknowledgement also goes to Emily Hornum and Nicola Bessell-Browne, the staff of The Artisan Store 
Fremantle, who must roll their eyes every time I suggest a new project but provide untiring support.

During your visit I hope you will enjoy the work of our home grown talent as much as we do..

Rowena Mitchell 
Director 

TASF ART AWARDS 
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JUDGES

GREG JAMES
Greg James was born in Nedlands, Western Australia in 

1954. He graduated in 1974 from Claremont Technical 

College with a Diploma in Fine Art – Sculpture. Greg 

returned to Claremont School of Art as the Sculpture 

Technician before staging his first solo exhibition in 
1978. In 1992 he established the Greg James Sculp-

ture Studio and Gallery at J Shed in the Bathers’ Beach 

Arts Precinct Fremantle. Greg’s numerous public 

sculptures have become well known landmarks through-

out Fremantle and Perth. His smaller collectable works 

are currently on display at the Greg James Sculpture 

Studio Gallery in Fremantle, Gallows Gallery in Mosman 

Park WA, Jahroc Gallery in Margret River WA, Without 

Pier Gallery in Melbourne, and in galleries in Ireland, the 

United Kingdom and Ireland. His work has also featured 

previously in Rome, Paris, London, Berlin, Amsterdam, 

Hong Kong and Auckland. He continues to undertake 

commissions for private and public artworks.

ELAINE BRADLEY
Elaine Bradley is a Ceramic Artist with two small studios in Fremantle, Western Australia. Educated in Ireland and the UK, it was at Australian 

National University’s School of Art, Canberra (ANU) where she specialised in Print On Clay Techniques in conjunction with her wheel thrown, 

handbuilt and slipcast claywork.  Surface treatment remains an interest especially with regard to glaze development. Currently teaching at 

Perth Studio Potters, Cottesloe, she has taught at clay venues in WA including Central Institute of Technology, Challenger TAFE Rockingham, 

Fremantle Art Centre, The Canning Arts Centre, Mundaring Art Centre, Tresillian Centre Nedlands, CAAWA’s Potober at Central Institute of 

Technology (CIT) and at The Potter’s Market. Elaine has completed residencies in Perth including Scotch College Perth, Central Institute of 

Technology, Seton Catholic College and Corpus Christi College.  She has exhibited nationally and internationally and completed a number of 
commissions including for the City of Fremantle and The Historical Society of Serpentine.  Elaine is represented by the Kerrie Lowe Gallery in 

Sydney http://www.kerrielowe.com

ROSS POTTER
Ross Potter is a West Australian artist 

based in Fremantle. Using Graphite 

on Paper, he dedicates his time to 

capturing the details in our everyday 

lives and finds escapism can exist in 
the simplicity of our very own reality. 

Altering perspectives and challenging 

our sense of place, Potter’s work cap-

tures the slow evolution of the urban 

landscape and how we as a community 

interact with our surroundings. 

CAITLIN WOODFORD
Caitlin Woodford is a practicing fibre 

artist and printmaker.  She completed 
her studies in Fine art with honours, 

majoring in drawing and printmaking at 
the Australian National University last 
year.  Caitlin currently manages Jack-
son’s drawing supplies in Fremantle.

3D WORKS - BRADLEY/JAMES/REEVES

LISA REEVES
Lisa Reeves of the award-winning 

Fremantle based studio Design The-

ory, has for over 16 years shaped 

her career across two lifelong 

passions; design and visual arts. 

Today Lisa wears many hats; Busi-

ness owner, Joint Director, Lead 

Designer & Art Consultant. Within 

the visual arts, Lisa’s experience  
ranges from managing the respect-

ed Dianne Tanzer Gallery (Mel-

bourne), curating the art collection 

throughout Aloft Hotel (Perth) & 

most recently consulting for the 

new Rone commission at Hibernian 

Place (Perth). Lisa holds a Bachelor 

of Arts (Art) from Curtin  

University, Western Australia.



JUDGES

SILVIA GENONI
Born in Italy to Italian parents. Grew up in Switzerland. Studied fashion 

design in Lyon, France. In parallel obtained a university degree in 

languages. Then set up my own workshop in Switzerland, designing 

custom clothes, specialising in particular in leather and suede clothing, 

using the finest Italian hides. In the 20 years I ran my atelier I also de-

signed collections and was hired as a pattern maker by various brands 

in clothing. At the same time, used my language skills (fluent in 5 
languages) working as a translator for the Courts. Now retired in WA, 

enjoying its inspiring lifestyle and developing my own painting style. 

ANNEKE IVATTS  
I did my training in The Netherlands, at a specialized school for jew-

ellers, silversmiths and watch- and clockmakers, and graduated as a 

qualified jeweller, jewellery designer and entrepreneur. I did an extra 
year in Technical studies, and applied for a short term job in Perth 

in a large jewellery manufacturing workshop, which I got. Halfway 

through the contract, I was offered a permanent position, and stayed 
on. I quit after several years, having learned a lot from all the other 

jewellers on the bench there, and have worked for small family jewel-

lers ever since, currently in Fremantle, since 2010. I love being able 
to design special pieces with the customer, and then create these 

designs for the customer, knowing that they will be handed down 

through the generations. The mix of creativity, technical skill and 
beautiful materials mean the job is always interesting and challenging.

LIZ DAWES
Seduced by the lure of fabric from an early age, Liz Dawes 

took a circuitous and non-traditional route into the world 

of fashion and textiles. The iconic prints Liz designs for her 
label, cocoon textiles, are featured on a range of clothing, 

home-wares and accessories  

wholesaled and retailed Australia-wide. Her current project 

takes her to India on a regular basis to work in collaboration 

with artisan weavers and block-printers with the aim of pro-

ducing a range of handmade fabrics for the fashion industry. 
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      PHOTOGRAPHY - MAH/GRANT/ZUVELA

STUART PENNY    
Stuart has been a local Fremantle artist since 1987. He was 

born in South Africa in 1955, migrating with his family to 

Australia and attending High School and University in Perth. 

He became a fine jeweller after studying Jewellery Tech-

niques and Enamelling,  Advanced Jewellery Design in Lon-

don (Bethnal Green Institute), Lost Wax Casting methods 
and Wax Carving with Maurizio Rodeschini and Archaeolog-

ical Jewellery Mounting techniques with Giuseppe Siracusa 

in Rome. Stuart has been commissioned to design collec-

tions for retailers all around the world. He has exhibited in 
London, Rome, Singapore, Tokyo and other cities in Japan, 

New York, San Diego and other cities in the United States, 

and locally, in Perth and Fremantle. He has been a finalist 
in Gold Corporation design competitions and in 1988 won 

first prize in the Broome Shinju Matsuri excellence in Pearl 
Design Competition. While Stuart creates individual pieces 

to clients’ orders, his work is detailed, well crafted, some-

times whimsical and often  reflects his interests in ancient 
things and in the textures and forces of nature found in the 

Australian landscape.

SENG MAH
Seng Mah is owner and lead instructor at Venture Photog-

raphy Workshops and Tours. He has a rich background in 

teaching and mentoring. In Venture Photography Work-

shops. He is also involved in many community-based 

photography projects and events — including FotoFreo, 

CanTeen, Propel Youth Arts, and is a regular judge at pho-

tography exhibitions and competitions. Seng is a commit-
tee member of the West Australian Photographic Judges 

Association (WAPJA) and was on the organising committee 

for the Fremantle International Portrait Prize 2017. He is 
also an award-winning photographer and an accredited 

professional photographer with the Australian Institute of 

Professional Photographers (AIPP). 

PETER ZUVELA
Born in East Fremantle, Australia, Peter graduated with an Advanced 

Diploma of Photography from Perth TAFE in 1998. Since graduation 

he has held several solo shows, exhibited in a large number of group 
shows and worked as a freelance photographer/artist and teacher 

from the J Shed Art Studio on Bathers Beach in Fremantle WA. At 

present Peter is combining his freelance photographic work with 

teaching photography at his studio at the J Shed Art Studio and 

running Photography Tours of Fremantle. His interests are fine art 
black and white photography and cityscape art photography. As well 

as being a photographer he is the Art Studio Manager of J Shed Art 

Studio, which has completed over 50 Public art projects, the most 
noted being the Yagan Memorial in Upper Swan.

STEVE GRANT
Steve Grant is the Chief of Staff at the Fremantle Herald, often  

holding down the position of Chief of Staff. He has been a journalist 
for 35 years and is an award-winning photographer in his own right

JEWELLERY - COOK/IVATTS/PENNY 

GARTH COOK
When Garth Cook debuted his eponymous label in 2009, an imme-

diate consensus was reached; Garth Cook was one to watch. Hailing 

from Perth, Western Australia, Cook’s creative path originated not in 

fashion, but as a fine jewellery designer. Following 10 years designing 
for a number of renowned Jewellers, a work jaunt to Europe was the 

final push Cook needed to step out and study fashion. Cook’s designs 
are the perfect merging of soft femininity and defined contemporary 
edge, which are distinguished by his use of high quality, luxe fabrics in 

the creation of his masterfully constructed designs. 

TEXTILES - COOK/DAWES/GENONI
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Steve BAGGOT

Cockato With Fraser View, oil on canvas, 95 x 95 cm $1390

2D WORKS

I’ve been sketching and painting since early childhood, influenced by my mum Lois who has always 

loved to paint. Whilst living in Melbourne I sold my oil paintings in cafes, restaurants right up until I 

moved to Perth in 1997. I create my art from my home studio in Woodlands WA. My medium of choice 

is oil on canvas strongly influenced by my love of primary colours and bold subject matter.

Beach Life, oil on canvas, 80 x 80 cm $1190

Amber BAKHUIZEN

Surge, resin and mixed media, 89 x 89 cm $595

Amber is an 18-year-old accounting student, amateur photographer and resin artist. She was born in Cape Town and currently lives in 

Mandurah, WA. In her resin artwork she is at present exploring the blending of colors along with the contrast of negative space in her 

composition. Her work is mostly non rep-resentational although she has began experimenting with abstract portraiture.She has exhibited 

in a number of art awards and hopes to continue exploring many more forms and styles of art to find her own. These artworks are non 

representational. They explore the flow of bold colours and the contrasts of negative space.   

Boy Meets Girl, resin and mixed media, 122 x 64 cm $595

Nadine BAKHUIZEN

Yallingup Lagoon, resin and mixed media, 1220 x 64 cm $695

Nadine is an emerging WA artist born in Cape Town and living in Mandurah. She studied and worked as a graphic designer for over 15 years 

and in recent years transitioned into resin art. Her artwork is inspired by the aerial perspective of the ocean and beautiful coastal areas of 

Western Australia.. She enjoys working with bright colour combinations and by combining resin with various mediums she creates a depth 

and visual appealing effect that isn’t possible with traditional art supplies. 

Golden Shores, resin and mixed media, 120 x 90 cm $995

Melissa BENTLEY

Porcelin and Blooms II, acrylic paint and mixed media, 46 x 36 cm $480

Born in Perth, Western Australia. Melissa Bentley works from her Art Studio located in PSAS in Pakenham Street Fremantle. 

Melissa likes to examine connections between her imagination, nature, art and the environment. With her creativity, eye for 

good colour and strong graphic skills, the results are artworks which engages and challenges the viewer to experiences her 

unique style, sometimes fully abstract, sometimes partial abstraction. Melissa paints predominately in Acrylic, while mixing 

media, she creates a series of layers of colour and form, which create texture and have a visually exciting result. 

Slice of Life #14, acrylic paint and mixed media, 120 x 90 cm $3700

Currently lives and works in Perth, Australia. Olena Bloomfield - Perth artist, works in oils, acrylics, mixed media and textiles. 

She often employs bold colours in abstract manner.

Olena BLOOMFIELD
Millefiori Series: Kaleidoscope, acrylic, 91.4 x 91.4 cm $2000

Kaleidoscope of dreams and colour to light up your night

This artwork was inspired by an aerial perspective of the beautiful coastline around 

Broome, WA. Where the blending and flow of vibrant turquoise and deep blue colour 

along with the sun’s reflection on the ocean all come together harmoniously

Patricia BONCIANI
I was born in Toowoomba, Queensland and settled in Perth in the 1990’s. As my children grew, time became more avail-

able to pursue my interests and completed Fine Art Certificate IV in Perth. My journey began with Watercolour and then 

experimenting with Charcoal, Pastel and later Acrylics and Oils. Fortunately, I have been successful in selling many of my 

pieces through group exhibitions and from my home studio. I have travelled extensively throughout our own incredibly 

diverse country and overseas capturing many stunning subjects for my art.

I’m watching you, pastel, 60 x 50 cm $550

Giraffe’s beautiful eyes watching your every move. 
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Adrian BUNDFUSS

Fishing Boat Harbour, oil on canvas, 101 x 51 cm, $475

I was inspired to paint Perth City as I see it from a distance each day I go to work. Initially I took many photos of the city from the south 

side of the Swan River and have since started a series of a paintings. I wanted to paint a scene that is instantly recognisable, something 

people are familiar with and yet, at the same time changes all the time. To me the merging and changing colours on the buildings 

represent the gathering of people in the city. Making it vibrant and ever-changing.

Perth City, oil on canvas, 76 x 50 cm $425

This painting is part of my Perth City and Fremantle themed series. I have always loved the water, boats and harbours. These boats and the 

Fishing Boat Harbour not only represent a large part of Fremantle’s history but still play an important part to locals and visitors today. I prefer 

working from my own photographs and have spent many times down the harbour taking photos or simply enjoying the atmosphere. On this 

particular day the calmness and lack of  the ‘Freo Doctor’ struck me and I decided to paint this unusually still day in the harbour. 

Yvonne CAROL
Sunset, oil, 102 x 75 cm $3500

This painting is of my son at Bathers Beach in Fremantle at sunset. I loved painting him as capturing his joy together with 

the beautiful light was inspiring. My main focus was on his facial expression rather than the other elements of the painting 

as I didn’t want to detract from his exuberant vitality which seems to jump out of the painting. 

Karen CHAPPELOW
Words in Eden, mixed media, acrylic, oil pastels, 76 x 76 cm $700 

Karen Chappelow has been painting and sculpting in Western Australia since the early 1990’s.Karen has participated in many 

group exhibitions at Studio 281-Maylands, Guildford Grammar Fine Art Exhibition and has participated in the Telstra Windows of 

The City program for the Perth Fashion Festival, second year running Karen is currently compiling a series for an upcoming solo 

exhibition and continues to do commission work. Karen is a mother of 3 children and finds peace in the process of creating new 

pieces. Karen has a studio in the tranquil environment of her property in Moondyne/Toodyay and does commission work  Karen 

is inspired by the human form and loves the curves, shadows and the muscular structure of the body, her works often combine 

whimsy and abstract notions.

Be careful what you wish for, mixed media, acrylic, oil pastels, 76 x 76 cm $700 

Roxanne COOPER

Ghost of the Billabong, mixed media, 62 x 45 cm $800

Discovering hard core hiking has had a great influence on the development of my work. Living for days from a backpack and 

experiencing the environment touches my soul deeply and enables me to trans-late the raw emotions in my work. Being self-

taught Australian landscape artist, has bene an eye-opening journey. Just like our outback, my art will always be changing, be 

rustic, be diverse and will al-ways be evolving and inspiring. The harsh conditions and red dirt of the land seeps into my skin and 

im-agination. This evokes a true feeling of the spirit of the land that inspires me to paint my perception of the vista. This leads the 

viewer to examine and interpret my work as they examine their own meaning from the image. 

Ballard, acrylic, 101 x 76 cm $1500

Ai CHEN LEE
Graceful Sun Moth, mixed media on wood, 71 x 48 x 12.5 cm $820
Unlike butterflies, moths are not usually the centre of attention as many of them lack vibrant and colourful wings – they are often 

overlooked because of their dull, boring colours. They are the forgotten pollinators – they too play important roles in pollinat-

ing plants, however are often overshadowed by the more popular and well-known pollinators such as bees and butterflies. The 

purpose of this work is to highlight and appreciate the beauty of moths. The Graceful Sun Moths are aptly named for their sun-lov-

ing nature. Contrary to most moths, they are active throughout the day and have brightly coloured hind wings.

Western Pygmy Possum, mixed media on wood, 25.3 x 25.3 x 4.5 cm,  $350

Despite  their  tiny  size  –  an  average  body  length  of  8cm  and  tail  of  similar  length,  the  Western  Pygmy  Possums  are  

one  of  the  largest  pygmy  possums  in  the  world.  They  are  nocturnal  and  their  diet  includes  nectar,  pollen  and  small  

invertebrates.  This  work  brings  attention  to  the  Western  Pygmy  Possum  as  significant  pollinators  for  feeder  trees  within  

their  habitat.  Whilst  they  feed  on  nectar  and  pollen  from  trees  and  shrubs,  their  ability  to  move  freely  through  foliages  

as  accomplished  climbers  aided  in  pollination  for  their  hosts.



66 2D WORKS
Hilly COUFREUR

The Ocean, acrylic on wood, 30 x 30 cm $395

The abstract way of painting and use of colour leaves me free to explore colour combinations, movement and textures. The 

ocean waves and depths are represented as well as the waves and rocky outcrops. Hilly is an artist who works in acrylics. Hilly 

has her own distinctive style of Abstract Art, and loves using bold, bright colours. Her works are a process of spontaneous 

gestures, adding, moving and subtracting paint. She builds up cumulative layers of paint, letting the painting evolve in stages, 

working on patterns and details as they emerge.

Jos COUFREUR
Samantha, acrylic on canvas, 108 x 90 cm $3000

Working with colour is my passion , painting portraits is my preferred subject matter. I try to capture the personality in colour.  My 

brushstrokes are loose and in this artwork very minimal, with lots of the background colour coming through to keep the translu-

cency and ethereal feeling. Jos is an award-winning artist and his artworks are full of spontaneous vibrant colour. Since leaving 

art school in Holland he has been on a long journey of discovery as an artist. With several years of employment in between he 

has been a fulltimeartist for over 30 years. The turning point in his career was thediscovery of Spontaneous Realism. His artworks 

are in large format to allow him free movement and expression, and his love for colour is evident in each piece. 

Rob DAVIS

Inspired by a recent painting holiday to Kerala India the beauty of the beach at Kovalam  with the loan Fishman at dawn 

looking out to sea where a distant ship is barely visible brought to mind the famous John Donne  poem which ends ..ask 

not for whom the bell tolls , it tolls for thee. 

La Grande Fleur, oil on linen, 62 x 78 cm $850

No Man is an Island Unto Himself, oil on linen, 102 x 76 cm $1200

Donna Lee CURTIS
Spring Dreaming, acrylic on canvas, 180 x 150 $6500

Spring Dreaming was inspired aftera visit to John Forrest national Park. Friends were eyeing off a propertyright on itsbor-

derto purchase. I was drawn to theincredible cluster of rocks that oozed history. I could feel the energy of our Indigenous 

Ancestors standing on that land.This powerful image sings with dynamic energy,colourand emotion.Itconnotesdream 

time and the pathways of Elders before us,guiding our way..

Painter for 50 years, a Post Graduate from the  Royal College of Art London. Open art prize, Cossack , Finalist, Doug 

Moran . Represented in the New Norcia Art Gallery It is said “when first you learn to pray go to the Sea”. This has been my 

Inspiration for the past  25 years by visiting India .                        

Purely decorative painting of a selection of the great flowers of the world in a cornucopia  vase and a plum and percimon 

with a 24kt gold leaf background to give it an icon effect

West Aussie native, when threatened, this little fellow arches his back, makes himself look as big as possible and emits 

a series of yaps, earning him the name of the Barking Gecko

Pelicans - big, bold, beautiful and quintessentially Australian. This pair are quite the couple - literally inseparable.

Stephen DELANEY
Stephen Delaney is an Irish artist who has made his home in Perth Australia. He has lived and exhibited in Ireland, America 

and Australia and travelled extensively. Stephen works primarily in the medium of paint and across a variety of styles and 

scales.  His Paintings range from realistic to primitive and from beautiful small prints to impressive large murals. He has 

completed many series of works, commissions and projects, both privately and publicly.  Stephen has always been most 

inspired by Nature. As a child he loved to draw animals and faces, this is still very much evident in his Art today

Pelican Pair, hand painted print on canvas, 60 x 45 cm $295        

Gecko, hand painted print on canvas, 45 x 120 cm $395       

Michelle DUJMOVIC
Red Tailed Black Cockatoo, watercolour, 61 x 51 cm, $700

Red-Tailed Black cockatoos (Calyptorhynchus banksii) are a species I study frequently. They roost in our trees outside 

my studio and I have lots of opportunities to view such spectacular birds. Red-Tailed cockatoos are full of personality 

and flock together in large groups, they are very social birds and spend hours feeding together, such a delight to watch.  

I was inspired to paint  beautiful foliage of the Marri tree as she delicately fed on the gumnuts. 
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Rachel DOLLER

HUMBLE (a reminder) was created by Doller in response to an overwhelming feeling of appreciation experienced whilst sitting 

on top of Monument Hill, Fremantle; appreciation for the amazing opportunities she has received in life and also a reminder 

to forever remain humble. Although created in an experimental manner, the views from Monument Hill have been expressed 

in HUMBLE (a reminder) through colour and imagery; the green of the rolling lawns, the blue of the Indian Ocean, the pinks, 

yellow & reds of the iconic Freo sunset and the Palm trees, photographed and printed as bold, contrasting silhouettes.

What happens behind those closed doors?, mixed media on Arches (acrylic, cut paper, oil pastel, 
photographs), 60 x 69 cm, $450

Humble (a reminder), mixed media on Arches (acrylic, cut paper, oil pastel, photographs), 59 x 79 cm $550

What happens behind those closed doors?’ was created after reading a story about Chinese women who create beautiful 

textile collages at home, unknown and invisible  to most. After reading this story, Doller, who spends a lot of her time home 

and alone, wondered what could be happening in the homes of her neighbours or those in the next street or even in the next 

town.The resultant work reflects the many layers of an individual’s existence and the variety of elements that can be found in 

a seemingly ordinary life, one lived out behind closed doors

Renia EDWARDS
Goddess in Hiding, acrylic and pastel 76 x 91 cm $800

Renia was born in New Zealand to a Polish immigrant family in 1970. They moved to Australia in the late 1970s. After 

completing her schooling, university and Chartered Accounting studies in NSW, she moved overseas to Switzerland with 

her husband in 1995. From there she spent many years working and then having a family until they moved to Perth, 

Australia in 2011

Secretive goddess in hiding... sensual and seductive. Lost and found lines abound in this abstract piece

Tashi FACE
Peacock, pencil, 32.5 x 41.5 cm $480

TashiFace was brought up among the birds and beasties of Western Australia’s Kimberley region; the oldest lands of 

our world. While at first she would draw the odd and curious creatures around her with smeared dirt or the scratching of 

sticks, she has gone on to work with more civilised tools. TashiFace currently resides in Perth but still makes regular trips 

to the homelands

Teresa FERDANDEZ

Eucalyptus branch, acrylic on board (framed), 55 x 55 cm $500

Eucalyptus Rhodantha, one of our most beautiful native plants found across Western Australia certainly deserves to be 

admired. Tough and beautiful, what’s not to like?

Lemon Tree very pretty, acrylic on canvas (framed), 63 x 63 cm $550

Teresa Fernandez is a WA artist who works in various mediums including acrylics, mixed media, printmaking and textiles. 

Finding inspiration and subject matter in everyday life, she uses her backyard in Perth as source of endless stimulation: 

the beach, the bush, the path to the letterbox. Curiosity and experimentation are significant motivators resulting in art that 

is not placed within the boundaries of a single style. In her studio she thrives on the tension between order and chaos, 

tidy and messy, perfect and broken. “My world is full of contradictions.

This artwork is dedicated to the lemon tree that did not survive summer. It represents new beginnings. Even a gnarly old 

tree branch can find new life and purpose.

I’m a West Australian artist, who grew up in Geraldton and now lives in Perth. Like most of you who follow the ener-gy, 

there are times of great revelation and connectedness and times of darkness and sometimes despair, but the realiza-

tion that they are all learning experiences makes even the most extreme situation at the very least under-standable, 

it’s from that stand point that I use my art to bring the unseen energy into a format people can see and learn from. It 

is through reiki, meditation, crystals and other healing modalities that I’ve learnt how to use and ma-nipulate energy 

and through great teachers physical or otherwise to see and feel. As my painting skills were lim-ited, using paper and 

other materials happened accidently

Benn FRANCIS

Off World Distractions, paper and acrylic paint, 91.5 x 61 cm, $1095

A future life or maybe a past life, doesn’t really matter the past present and future are all one
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Anne GEE

Anne Gee is an Australian artist based in Perth, Western Australia. Her 

unique works have evolved from a deep love of the sea, maps, story-tell-

ing imagery and her own journeys and childhood memories. Anne’s art 

pieces range from intricate, hand-crafted paper-cut works to ink pen maps,  

drawings, paintings and stunning, three-dimensional paper sculptures under glass. 

Many of her works featurevintage storybook characters and exquisite paper boats 

folded from the 80 year old, rescued pages from her vintage book collection. 

Terrafirma, paper cutting, 30 x 40 cm, $840
Spike, paper cutting, 25 x 30cm, $345
Spirit bird rising, blind print - paper, 35 x 42 cm, $640
Spirit Bird, paper cutting, 26 x 22 cm, $280
Yallingup, paper cutting, 26 x 30 cm, $845
The Hougamont, paper cutting, 26 x 30 cm, $845
The Catalpa Escape, paper cutting, 26 x 30 cm, $845
Boab, paper cutting, 26 x 30 cm, $120
Heart of South Perth, paper cutting, 38 x 30 cm, $845

Lyn FRANK

Etherial Drift, acrylic mixed on linen, 91.5 x 91.5 cm $2800

This work represents the etherial feel of a slowly drying wetland at the break of day. Cracks, patterns and textures 

evolve as nature determines the days outcome.

Lyn Franke was born in Perth where she gained an Advanced Certificate in Art & Design.  She has participated in 

numerous group and solo exhibitions and won over 30 art awards. Her works are represented in private and corporate 

collections both in Australia and internationally (including WA Police Department, St John of God hospital, Bethes-

da hospital and many city councils offices). Publications include: Imago Mundi Benetton Collection (Venice – 2015) 

Looking Down Under.2016 featured in Art Edit magazine, 2017 Artists of Perth book.  Her works are represented at 

Gallery 360 Subiaco , Gallery Aura Kojonup and Panoply gallery online

Eitan FRIEDMAN
High Stool, tempera on canvas on board, 40 x 30 cm $400

Speaks for itself. I’m working to my very best self

Charlotte GEE
Cheeky Qoukka, acrylic on canvas, 61 x 91 cm $600

Scritching little paws, the sound of tails dragging through sand... The Quokka is an icon of WA’s Rottnest Island. Chubby 

cheeks and curious eyes made this critter an ideal subject to paint.

Michelle GILKS

Dreams of a New Beginning, acrylic on stretched canvas, 108 x 90 cm $3000
This work is symbolic of those times we all have, when we take a pause to reassess our lives; when we take a deep breath 

and go deep within to connect and find our authentic selves.Ideas, emotions and energies are released, resulting in the 

ability to move forward.  

Below the surface, acrylic on stretched canvas, 91 x 91 cm $920

Beneath the Surface depicts a close-up view of a tiny seahorse, serenely swimming through the ocean. His gaze is turned 

towards the viewer as if he too is appraising what he sees.   

Michelle Gilks is an artist who lives and works in the southern suburbs of Perth, WA. When she is not creating in her studio, 

she is teaching art to the fabulous students at Hammond Park Primary School. Her process is playful and constantly evolv-

ing.  Michelle builds up layers in her work by painting freely and spontaneously, often using her fingers to apply the paint 

and letting the colours run and move.   Colour plays a central role in all her work, with combinations emerging instinctively.  

The colour in her artworks is bold and almost audible in its intensity.
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Time to Disappear, mixed media on canvas, 45 x 45 cm, $380

Time to Meet Up, mixed media on canvas, 45 x 45 cm, $380

In dreams all things are muted ad misted. These paintings acknowledges this eventuality.

I have been carrying out a professional art practice since graduating from Curtin University in 2002 with a Fine Arts degree. I have attended 

many workshops on printmaking, painting, new applications of mediums, challenging my artistic abilities at all times. I worked towards the 

City of South Perth Art Awards (Acquisitive) the year following my graduation and won the award. That spurred me on to-wards my first 

solo Exhibition in 2004. Since then I have had many commissions, entered more than 20 group exhibitions, won two art prizes (city of South 

Perth and Town of Cambridge); have had four solo exhibitions; had my own booth within a large exhibition twice; and had two joint overseas 

exhibitions. My work is in public collections of the City of South Perth, Town of Cambridge, Trinity College and Princess Margaret Hospital.

Hannah GOGGS

I have been creating and making all my life. Sewing skills were taught by Mother and Grandmoth-er. Construction & Engineering taught 

by Father and Grandpa. I decided to take the risk in opening my own retail store selling my goods and art as of January 2017. My passion, 

dedication and commitment for the Arts grows stronger every day.

Ecalyptus Erythrocory ‘Red Cap Gum’, textiles, mixed media, linoprint, 50 x 70 cm, $400

Ecalyptus Caesia ‘Silver Princess’, textiles and mixed media, 50 x 70 cm $400

My favourite Austalian native showcased with my love of textiles.

Combined love for Australian natives and textiles. Red Cap Gum blooms at the site of cooler weather

Gina GREER
I am a local artist who lives and grew up in the Hamilton Hill/Fremantle area. I have always loved painting and 

drawing since school. I developed more artistic skills through Art classes at high school, TAFE and at Fremantle Arts 

Centre. In the early 90s my husband and I moved to the Kimberley Region for 3 years where I fell more in love with 

the landscape, flora and fauna. I had a solo exhibition in Derby, which was very successfu.. I have a great passion for 

flowers, especially Australian natives. My favourite materials to work in are oils, watercolours and soft pastels.

Waratah, watercolour, 37 x 37 cm, $295

Pink Magnolia, watercolour, 76 x 76 cm $550

Valerie GLOVER

Sophie HAYES
Anchor, Ink, watercolour and fruit smoothie on paper, 65 x 65 cm, $5000

The anchor, a symbol of strength, stability and hope, was created in a flurry of inky pen strokes. Each nautical and oceanic 

character fitting like a jumbled jigsaw within it. Loving additions of watercolour splashes from my three year old son and 

splats of fruit smoothie from my one year old daughter.

Joanne HENNESSEY

Explosive Flower, encaustic mixed media, 45 x 65, $500
Sunburst, encaustic mixed media, 1200 x 55 cm, $950
Limitless,  encaustic mixed media, 60 x 45 cm, $500

Each piece is created by layering approx. 15 layers of hot molten Encaustic waxes. Then fused with a blowtorch. I combine dry pigments, oil 

paints, oil pastels, inks and shellac to create unique original artwork. I create my own paints and make my own encaustic wax with mixing 

organic filtered bees wax with demar resin. The resin gives each piece durability and structure. I centre each painting to reflect the beauty of 

the natural world, each piece is made with natural materials cradled wood, bees wax, damar resin. 

Ronald HILL
A Busy Parking Lane, acrylic, 95 x 65 cm, $750

A view of cargo wainting to enter Fremantle Harbour
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Leon HOLMES

Scallywags, oil, 80 x 40 cm, $2880

Seacscpaes Sunset, oil, 40 x 20 cm, $1200 

I often go down to our local beach and do small oil studies of the light on the water. This studio piece was painted using these 

studies as a reference. I have experimented with traditional lead paint to enhance the textures and warmth in this painting. 

I was attracted to this quaint, little coffee shop in The Hague while on a painting trip in Holland. This oil study painted on 

location (Plein Air) captures the typical architecture and life style of the city

Karin HOTCHKINS

Connections is a body of work executed on boards with oils, it connects three boards of images to create one art work 

that is the framed. I have used the formal elements and principles of art with a strong focus on line, shape, texture, 

patterning and composition. Subject matter is connected to the sea and sea life although it is presented in a stylistic and 

modernised manner rather than a true depiction of the sea. The work has complex laying of oils and the juxtaposition of 

design shapes such as geometric forms and organic shapes create a strong interplay of shapes and lines.

Connections, oil, 95 x _ cm $750

Born and raised in Perth Leon gained experience in a wide range of artistic fields, including Printmaking, Graphic Design, Art Direction, 

Illustration and Photography, before taking the plunge as a full-time oil colour artist in 2003. He has become highly respected around the 

globe and is being regularly invited to exhibit and teach in his home country, the USA and Europe.  His works are collected internationally 

and Australia wide. Highlights include a purchase by the Australian Embassy New York City, a commission of over 200 works by Devel-

oper Company Multiplex Living in W.A. and a recent aquisition by the Katwijk Museum in Holland.

Kathryn HUBBLE

Blue Rings, mixed media on canvas, 50 x 50 cm, $320

Found canvas, the colours led me to thinking about a coral reef and the creation of sand, the waste product of natural communities, 

and how the waste of human products infiltrates natural environments.... and a blue ringed octopus I saw once at the Basin.

Flotsam and Eggs some, mixed media on canvas, 350 x 1000 cm, $750
Inspired by a trip to Penguin Island. I became obsessed with replicating the beautiful colours of silver gull eggs. These ones are made 

with fired clay, coloured with pencil.  

Kathryn studied for a few years as an undergraduate at Curtin University, majoring in Fiber/Textiles. Since then herart practice 

has evolved slowly over many years as a continuous exploration of materials.  Sometimes sculptural, the body of work she 

has produced is as diverse as the materials she uses and the themes that emerge as she reflects on her place in the land she 

loves.  She reconnects to it through materials like bones, dirt, leaves, feathers, stones, termite mound, found objects and more 

recently, paint.

Daniel HUBERLI

Perth is a diverse city with modern and heritage buildings and many beautiful green spaces. It breaths culture, art and history. This is now, 

what will it look like in 100 years’ time?

Back street of Northbridge, collagraph with watercolour, 58.5 x 47 cm $450

Daniel Huberli was born in Switzerland and grew up in Australia. Daniel is a plant doctor working to keep Western Aus-

tralia’s cereal crops healthy and free from fungal diseases. He has a PhD in Biological Sciences from Murdoch University 

and was a research fellow from 2002 to 2006 at the University of California, Berkeley, USA. In his spare time as a print-

maker, he captures his love offood and travel. He uses mainly collagraph and etching in his prints. His prints are usually  

water-coloured by hand and occasionally embellished using Chine-collé to add a pop of colour or texture. 

Sue JARRAD

Karagoudo is named meaning “Colour Gold”... she is one of a serried of Geisha I have interpreted from the grafitti art,form 

and street art style, using the skills of traditional brush work onto board. I love these girls as they come to life on their own... 

they tell me when to stop and break and to stop I’m done...which is a learned skill I haven’t mastered yet.Ihave great fun 

in mixing their colour palette to suit them... starting the backward way of red lips first on a face outline... I hope you enjoy 

looking at her as I do.   

Karagoudo, framed acrylic on framed canvas, 87 x 115 cm $600

Searching, acrylic framed on canvas, 78 x 104 cm, $600
Searching is a painting I did to extend my knowledge, always... of style of how to paint colours of dark on dark...and how to 

mix colours to get tonal value of their darkness. Searching symbolised the human spirit to always search and reach for more.   

Knowledge, fulfilment, power, strengths and the darker side of humanity, weakness, greed pedjudism, racism.... 
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Natalia KAIGHIN

The present work “Blue grand piano” expresses my passion for sound of piano jazzy  blues. The choice of blue colour 

for grand piano is an expression of this. The rather surprising presence of an apple on top of the piano symbolises the 

unpredictability of jazz innovation. I started my painting activities two years ago and very soon moved from realistic to semi 

abstract images.  I found geometric shapes, minimalism and colours intriguing and very fascinating. I was inspired by some 

modern artists in painting buildings, skylines, minimalistic still life, using the medium of acrylic paint. During this period I 

have participated in Wanneroo,  Joondalup, South Perth, Ellenbrook,   JAG and other exhibitions

Blue Grand Piano, acrylic painting, 92 x 92 cm, $490

Hannah KATARSKI

I create ocean- and surf-inspired artwork that captures the WA lifestyle. I use drypoint printmaking techniques and  

watercolours to create my limited edition and unique state artworks.All my prints are created by hand using a ma-

ny-staged process. After I have completed a design, I etch and seal my printing plate. I then use a printing press to create 

the impressions from my inked-up plate onto watercolour paper. Once they are dry I paint each one with watercolours.  

It only took 25 years, but I finally saw the light and began to understand all the fuss about surfing. As Australians, many 

of us feel a strong connection to the ocean. From that magical day back in 2007, surfing has inspired my art and dictated 

my holiday destinations.

There was nowhere to go but everywhere, so just keep rolling under the stars - Jack Kerouac, dry-
point collograph and watercolour, 55 x 70 cm, $500

Tess KAUFFMAN

Interpretation of the lyrics ‘hold my hand against the night, show me all the demons left to fight’. A reminder that we can endure the fear and  

hopelessness associated with our darkest moments if we take a helping hand.

Endure, watercolour, pencil and acrylic on paper, 69 x 51 cm, $1200

Borrowed Hope, pen, 40 x 40 cm,, $800

A lost and hopeless figure, drowning in space borrows hope from a healing, spiritual figure to be guided out of the storm and 

into the warmth of the sun.

Sacred Harmony, oil on canvas, 68 x 50 cm,, $1800

Sentience, watercolour, pastel and coloured pencil on paper,  93 x 70 cm, $2500

Inspired by my own photograph I took of two beautiful souls in a candid moment. Encapsulating the spiritual element of human  

connection –a sacred part of our existence. 

A celebration of a life long journey; of living with insight, purpose and connection. Embracing all that you feel and perceive to 

live in true harmony with Mother Earth.

TeeKay Artworks are created by Tess Kauffman, a self-taught, Fremantle based artist. She creates unique and original designs 

inspired by minority cultures, street art, abstract realism, pop art, nature, her studies as an environmental scientist and other 

life experiences. She experiments with watercolours, pastels, pencils, charcoal, oil and acrylic paints using expressive or ab-

stract colour palettes. Her artworks have been exhibited locally in several exhibitions and internationally at the Amsterdam 

International Art Fair.

Kris KEEN

Cottesloe Between the flags, acrylic on paper framed, 88 x 46 cm $980

Waltzing Matilda, acrylic on board, 61 x 56 cm, $980
One of four paintings depicting the poem as a Biker.

An architect by training with a keen eye for a straight line and the curly absurdity of life, Kris draws with dynamic speed to 

capture the moment or the idea before another one takes its place – the signature of an architect at art. Kris’s eye is caught 

by silly and everyday moments: heads buried in mobile phones, the raw landscapes of Western Australia, whimsical sheep, 

flying cows, heritage buildings and drone’s eye view of everyday lives. A quick mind and a quick line, there’s a never a dull 

moment with Kris’s images.

Weekend summer day.

Where’s Willie. Sheep school photo, acrylic pen and ink, 88 x 46 cm $980

Line them up.  Smile      .Click.     Hang the photo in the shearing shed for future record.

Rotto - The Meeting Place, acrylic pen and ink, 60 x 30 cm, $780

Rotto.  We all love it.  From  the time we get on the ferry there is a holiday mood. It is like nowhere else in WA. The light , the colour , 

the smell , the bikes ,buns at the bakery, A series of small paintings capture the Island
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Naomi KEENAN

Places draw us in, creating memories that stay with us forever. Growing up in Freo I walked barefoot through the markets, 

drank coffee at Gino’s, swam in the rough seas, and watched my son and husband Cascade merrily on the Ferris wheel. We 

were married at the Rydges esplanade hotel, laughed at Monument hill, and watched our children play amongst the trees.  

This abstract painting encompasses all that is Freo (the wheel, the trees, the park bench, the ocean) with its rich history and 

culture that resides in all of us. 

Nature’s playground, Fremantle, acrylic painting on canvas, 58 x 28 cm $600

Andy KENT
Where’s that again? (before the storrm), oil on linen, 80 x 60 cm $1450

Afsaneh KHORAMSHAHI

The nature is mother and the trees are one of the greatest and most prominent symbols of nature’s 

love for us. I have been trying to portray the worry and sadness of the birds at the loss of trees in these 

frames. The technique of these works are created using scratchboard

Birds Illustration 1, ink on paper 23 x 45 cm $380
Birds Illustration 2, ink on paper 23 x 45 cm $380

Andy Kent is a Fremantle based artist. Mostly self taught, his choice of subject is predominantly the urban landscape and 

the coast. Living in Fremantle provides him with a constant source of ideas and inspiration. Through his art Andy focuses 

on the less traditional subject matter and creates an interesting and engaging composition, often of something that is 

either overlooked or inherently mundane. By doing so he strives to portray that everything has it’s own sense of beauty. 

Andy has exhibited in group and solo exhibitions and has work in collections throughout the country.

Toby LEEK

Victoria Hall, acrylic based Posca paint pens, 50 x 40 cm, $700

Fremantle Town Hall, acrylic based Posca paint pens, 60 x 92 cm, $900

Fremantle Town Hall, corner William street and Adelaide street Fremantle. Opened 2nd June 1887 to coincide 
with Queen Victoria’s Jubilee.

Victoria Hall High street Fremantle, built between 1896 and 1897. As St John’s Parish Hall. Renamed in 1897 as Victoria Hall to 

celebrate Queen Victoria’s diamond jubilee. Currently occupied by the Fly By Night Club.

Former Water Police Station and Quarters Fremantle, acrylic based Posca paint pens, 75 x 40 cm, $900

10-20 Marine Terrace the former Water Police quarters Fremantle,completed in 1903. Now six private residences.

Oceanic Hotel (former) buily 1898, acrylic based Posca pens, 60 x 45 cm $700
Former Oceanic Hotel and Collie Hotel. On the corner of Pakenham and Collie street Fremantle. Built in 1898 during the Gold 

Rush era.

Wendy LINE

Just 30 minutes by ferry from Fremantle Harbour is Rottnest Island. Let this painting take you there. It captures the colours of the bay and 

feeling of arrival, from the cool blues of the ocean to the blinding beach sand and atmospheric heat rising from the land. The hotel is beck-

oning. Enjoy your stay! 

Rottnest Island, Above and Below, oil on canvas, 60 x 50 cm, $990

Bringing a strong work ethic to her daily practice of the arts, Wendy Line has taken on all mediums to create life drawings, 

portraits, urban sketches, landscapes, and still life.  Wendy’s art studio in Fremantle is where she produces larger works but 

on a weekly basis she paints en plein air on location in the streets and parks of Fremantle, around the Swan River and the 

islands off the coast.

Colin McCALLUM

Made from hand ground aluminium, this magnificent king of the jungle comes to life under lights, giving off a variet of light  

reflections. Mounted on a dark grey fabric backing and framed in a quality brushed silver colour deep frame.

King of the Jungle, aluminium, 122 x 122 cm, $1795

Originally from the small town of Ayr, located on the West coast in Scotland. I had an exhibition back in 2004 at Little Crea-

tures which was very successful and we sold quite a few pieces. We had pieces in one of Perth’s top interior designers 

shop (Jacquie McPhee) and a few other art stores. I’ve decided to devote my time to creating new art and my fire has been 

relit. I love working with timbers and metal, there are so many different ways it can be. used.. 
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Yulica McNEIL

Birds of Paradise, copic markers, 45 x 55 cm, $225

I’m in love with all sorts of flowers, they are pure beauty, they amaze me and are one of my biggest inspira-

tions. I’ve planted Birds Of Paradise in my front garden and when they startedblooming I just couldn’t help 

myself but draw it.

High Street, Fremantle, copic markers, 30 x 38 cm, $270
I spend a lot of time walking the streets in Fremantle, I’m in love with it’s architecture. One day me and my 

friend decided to meet up there and draw together, we were walking around and choosing the buildings we 

would like to draw, so I fell in love with these three. 

Kristi McNULTY
I was born in Wanganui, New Zealand. After high school I graduated from the Wellington School of Design and immigrated 

to Australia in 1980. I love painting, and, if it goes well, the sense of satisfaction in having created something beautiful. I love 

working with oils, the vibrancy, the forgiving nature of the medium. I would very much like to move in a more impressionist 

direction but for now my painting style seems to be wedged firmly in realism. A crisis redundancy in December brought 

about another change in life direction and I am now hand-printing T-shirts from Fremantle drain covers with a friend under 

the name roadworks

I was captivated by the calm tranquillity of this scene, the contrast of the rocks and sand in shadow with the soft pastel shades in the sky and 

sea just before the sun came up

Pinky’s at Daybreak, oil on canvas, 85 x 64.5 cm, $800

Brett McPHERSON
Thomson Bay Rottnest, oil on canvas board, 120 x 97 cm, $900

This is a painting of a popular bay on Rottnest Island, a favourite holiday getaway for most West Australians. It was painted 

in the late afternoon so to capture the peaceful shallow waters of the Kingston Town area near the eastern tip of Thomson. 

There is an irony in this area because while it looks so peaceful and beautifu l now, during the war years it was a hive of 

activity with the army barracks occupying this area. You can just see in the distance one of the officers homes that is now 

rented by families on holiday.

Porpoise Bat Rottnest, oil on canvas, 120 x 97 cm, $800

This is a painting of the heritage area in Thomason Bay, Rottnest Island. These houses once used by the prison wardens, 

officers and the maritime pilots of a bygone era are now a favourite destination for families on holiday. I’ve tried to capture 

the relaxed nature of this famous avenue with the long shadows of the pine trees that bring relief from the hot summer sun.

Portrait of Liolly Faerie. Folk bringer of joy to garnders and garden lovers

Lilly, oil and mixed media on canvas, 20 x 40 cm, $580

Lynne METTAM
I have been painting in oils/acrylics for over forty years during which time I have taken much inspiration from many other 

sources. I am now working in mixed media or collage and love the overall conceptual licence it gives to my art. I also wrote 

and illustrated two children’s books DzThe Bend in the River,dz in 1986 and DzMischief at Muddy Benddzin 1989 – both 

published by Greenhouse and Penguin respectively. My paintings have sold variously to the USA, New Guinea, Brisbane, 

Sydney, Melbourne, Surfers Paradise, Perth, and New Zealand. I have held exhibitions in Melbourne, Sydney and Perth. 

Marie MITCHELL
The mixed media art of Marie Mitchell seeks to highlight the environmental and social justice issues of the 21st century. Since 

relocating to Australia, Marie has observed with increasing perturbation the Australian governments policies toward refugees. 

Native to the temperate rainforests of Western Canada, she was always aware of the fragility of the environment. Working 

in mixed media, fabric and stitch Marie delights in their tactile nature employing them to create powerful, lifelike imagery 

expressing her most passionate concerns.Her work tells a story that engages the viewer, drawing them closer to view the 

intricately stitched details. Maries  work has been juried into the AQC 2018 Challenge Borders and Bridges in Melbourne, Art 

Quilt Australia 2017 for exhibition in Tasmania & Victoria and into Stitched and Bound 2017 in Kalamunda. She has participated 

Consequences Unheeded 2, mixed media, 50 x 50 cm $400

Australia is one of eleven global deforestation hot spots. Deforestation of the Australian landscape fragments native wildlife ranges and reduces the fertility of 

our ancient and fragile soils. This is part of a series highlighting the impact of deforestation on Australia’s ecosystems including the Great Barrier Reef. 

Hidden Gifts 1, mixed media, 50 x 50 cm, $400

There is a myriad of benefits to be gained by incorporating nature within the urban environment. Hidden Gifts 1 is part of a series highlighting 

the benefits of trees in the urban landscape. Text within the leaves describes how trees improve the air we breathe.
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Olivia MONTE

The Travelling Garden, mixed media, pyrograohy (wood burning) and pencil, 43 x 35 cm $550

Olivia Monte is a mixed-media visual artist based in Perth, Western Australia. She was born in Perth and has been a practising artist for over a 

decade. Her work has been exhibited and acquired by various organisations and private collections throughout Western Australia. Olivia’s artwork 

is currently displayed across various organisations and public locations in Western Australia including The State Library of Western Australia, The 

Freedom Centre, Bethesda Hospital, Terry Tyzack Aqautic Centre, The City of Vincent and The City of Swan.

Kath MOORE
North Fremantle River 1, oil on canvas, 46 x 46 cm, $450
North Fremantle River 2, oil on canvas, 40 x 40 cm, $425
North Fremantle River 3, oil on canvas, 30 x 40 cm, $425
North Fremantle River 4, oil on canvas, 46 x 46 cm, $450

The travelling garden is for those whose home is in their heart. Whilst we may get attached to many material possessions in 

our lives, The Travelling Garden is a symbol of the garden which we should maintain and carry around with us as our private, 

permanent sanctuary. It can never die, and once it’s flexibility and connection with us is appreciated, it will always flourish and 

bloom. It is our little place of peace which depends on nobody other than ourselves to look at it.   

Nude I, graphite, 42.5 x 52.5 cm, $195 
Figure study
Nude II, graphite, 42.5 x 52.5 cm, $195 
Figure study

Natasha MUHL

Postive Vibes, mono print collage on paper, 55 x 45 cm, $550

Ariane NIJSSEN

Inspired by shapes and patterns that can be found in nature and the built-up environment we live in. There is so much to 
smile about.Mono prints created on a gelatine plate with hand-cut stencils and found objects. The collage will be framed 
in a custom-made wooden shadow box (see small inset in the images).

Karen O’KEEFE
Equlibrium 3, acrylic 92 x 92 cm, $2280

Various notions of “Flight” and the concept of freedom is a recurring theme in a lot of my paintings and assemblages. They are 

reflections of my thoughts encompassing  various perceptions of liberation --- mankind’s restrictive treatment of other species; ob-

servations on themes with a connection to flight. I use a diverse range of acrylic mediums and I endeavour to bring  an ethereal 

quality to all of my creations.

Jane PARDO

I painted this portrait of my muse Emily as part of a series “White on White”. She has morphed numerous times and I’m confident that 

she has finally resolved.

Emily, acrylic on canvas, 60 x 90 cm, $1150

Boyd PARRY

The magic of the Karri Forrest reflected in the still water.

Karri Forest Pemberton, oil on canvas, 61 x 91 cm, $800

Di PARSONS

Kimberley Gorge, acrylic on canvas, 120 x 50cm, $300

I live in Western Australia and love using bright & energetic colours to capture the baeutif of our world. Living near the ocean 

inspires me to paint seascapes, but in my studio you’ll also find me working on landscapes and portraits, in fact anything that 

captures my eye. I allow myself flexibility in the choices of media to. A lot of my work is in acrylics and pastels, but I am captivat-

ed by the warmth & richness of oils, and resin & silks. are recent fascination. Whaterver I’m working on, it will be bright, no muted  

coloures here! I connect strongly wih the environment and use my art to reflect beauty in our world, and the importance of keeping it 

safe for our children to enjoy. 
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Julie REEVES

I paint children with both darkness and light, becuase they too have complex inner worlds.

Dream within a dream, oil on canvas, 61 x 81 cm, $1200

I am a 23 year old Perth artist born and raised. I primarily use acrylics on canvas, typically creating portraiture or landscape based 

pieces. I have been painting for the last 3 years, where my paintings have given me the tools to explore a fascination with light and how 

that is amplified/ appreciated when it is juxtaposed against darkness. This typically results in my pieces involving an intensity which 

has helped me platform an exploration of various emotions with the subjects I paint.  

Torn, 101.6 x 101.6 cm, $999

Cameron RICHARDS

A face of intensity to depict a moment of silence and reflection as the external world moves in a vague haze of busyness. The many 

arms moving in different directions depict an array of emotions one goes through when dealing with the many variables that makes up 

one’s life, wherever that individual may be in her/his time line. 
Perched, 151 x 76 cm, $500
This painting was referenced from a photo I took during a brewing storm where I came across this lone Cormorant. I couldn’t help but 

be in awe of the scene’s incredible stark, beauty and power. I wanted to capture the beauty in the discomfort.

Kitty ROBERTSON
Suspiration mixed media on canvas, 118 x 72 cm $850

The mechanics of sleep, mixed media on canvas, 61 x 91 cm $675

Inspired  by  my  work  as  an  archaeologist  in  Western  Australia,  my  art  looks  at  human  environments  when  

the  people  are  gone;  the  landscape  of  memory  and  mind,  as  well  as  the  strange  way  that  emotion  and  

subconscious  thought  influence  them.  I  work  primarily  with  mixed  media  to  create  colourful  textural  abstract  

paintings.  I  love  working  with  abstract  land,  colour  and  mindscapes  because  I  feel  they  invite  participation,  

contemplation,  and  speculation.  My  most  recent  paintings  explore  the  themes  of  detachment,  disconnect,  

loneliness,  isolation,  and  memory.  Although  I  am  inspired  by  abstract  concepts,  the  mood  and  expression  of  

my  work  is  deeply  connected  to  my  personal  experiences  and  the  feelings  and  thoughts  they  evoke. 

Tracey ROBINSON

Imaginary Flowers, linocut  collage  alcohol  inks  and  acrylic  yupo  paper, 40 x 40 cm, $380

Art  has  always  been  a  passion  of  mine  and  a  way  to  relax,  escape  and  unwind.  I  enjoy  exploring  and  experimenting  

with  various  mediums  and  seeing  them  evolve  into  the  unexpected.  I  am  the  mother  of  2  gorgeous  little  boys  and  

a  I  find  this  creativity  is  a  great  passion  to  share  with  them.  I  see  my  joy  of  art  reflected  in  my  children.    In  an  age  

of  media  and  technology  I  love  being  able  to  get  back  to  the  source  and  hands  on  nature  that  art  enables.    I  am  a  

drama  teacher,  so  this  creativity  extends  to  both  my  working  and  personal  life.    Whilst  it  may  be  a  cliché,  we  all  have  

a  purpose  and  I  believe  part  of  my  purpose  is  to  share  my  artwork  with  others.   

Spring, linocut  collage  and acrylic, 76 x _ cm, $520

My Secret Garden, Alcohol  inks  and  acrylic,  yupo  paper , 91 x _ cm, $750

A  burst  of  surprise  and  delight.  A  handful  of  colours  filled  with  joy.  He  comes  home  from  work  with  a  bundle  of  flowers.    

A  place  I  like  to  go  in  my  imagination  where  the  real  becomes  surreal  and  you  can  hear  the  distant  song  of  the  

honeyeaters  as  you  lay  in  the  field.    

  journey  through  the  fields  exploring  shape,  pattern,  and  form.  A  breath  of  spring  air. 

Galina ROZHANOVA

Study  taking  in  the  varied  scenery  of  Fremantle  Harbour

Boats at Fremantle Marina, oil on canvas, 76 x 61 cm, $600

Born in Russia, emigrated  to Australia  in 1996. A teacher  by  profession, Galina  has  branched out into  production of  custom  

made jewellery, embroidery, painting, knitting and crochet. 
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Dan SCHEER

Camel, Graphite  on  Fabriano  Artistico 300  gsm  paper  , 120 x 100 cm, $5500

This  work  was  first  exhibited  at  the  royal  Dubai  International  Horse  Fair  last  year  and  shows  an  Australian  camel,  which  was  

considered  a  separate  breed  by  the  show  attendees.  These  animals  are  a  highly  contested  pest  but  protected  by  failed  

attempts  to  economise  their  bodies.    I  wanted  to  juxtapose  the  primarily  meat  and  milk  camel  of  the  outback  with  the  beauty  

camel  of  the  Middle  East,  using  our  beasts  as  a  mechanism  for  a  cross  cultural  interrogation  of  value.  As  a  farm  kid,  I  believe  

that  the  agricultural  animal  body  is  a  reflection  of  the  landscape  that  exerts  the  most  pressure.  The  differing  features  between  

Australian  and  Arabian  stock  reveal  the  privileges  of  both  cultures  and  by  extension,  their  economic  virtues.   

Mark SINCLAIR

Cott Days, acrylic, 91.5 x 91.5 cm, $695

Mark has been painting for over 30 years and is a self taught artist who is inspired by his observation of colour and asthetics which 

has serverd as both an influence and a stimulus for his paintings. Mark’s love of the ocean, human form and nature are major 

elements in many of his works. 

Nikki SINGH
Concealed, oil on canvas, 21 x 31 cm, $250

‘Concealed’  aims  to  depict  the  silencing  and  suppression  of  women  within  such  a  coming  of  age,  contemporary  society.  The  subject,  

being  a  women  draped  with  a  veil  over  her  body  is  symbolic,  bringing  to  enforce  her  concrete  stance  in  society;  almost  lifeless,  a  mere  

reflection  of  the  greater  female  population.  The  use  of  black  and  white  hue  in  turn  with  an  opaque-statue  like  representation  of  the  figure,  

emulates  negative  connotations,  also  suggested  through  the  subject’s  facial  expression;  lacking  brilliance,  outwardly  hopeless.  Ultimately,  

through  the  representation  of  the  statue-like  figure  of  women,  wrapped  in  a  veil,  ‘Concealed’  aims  to  express  the  quelling  of  women  

regarding  their  human  rights  in  the  modern  day.

Withered, pen on paper, 21 x 29 cm, $250

‘Withered’  pen  on  paper,  was  produced  in  attempt  to  depict  the  stark  contrasts  individuals  possess,  namely  their  physical  outward  appearance.  The  

idiosyncratic  features  of  the  human  body  are  explored;  that  is  flesh  and  vein.  ‘Withered’  flesh  and  vein  often  serve  as  representations  of  ones  experience;  

their  haggled  skin  symbolic  of  their  lengthy  time  spent  alive.    Stippling  was  implemented  to  illustrate  the  withered-like,  brittle  skin  the  subject  possesses,  

an  individual  who  mirrors  majority  of  the  elderly  age.  Additionally,  my  choice  of  utilising  this  technique  was  also  derived  through  the  symbolic  meaning  

of  each  stroke.  Each  singular  stroke  may  connote  symbolic/significant  meaning  to  the  subject’s  lifetime,  including  significant  events,  situations,  experiences  

that  have  transpired. Essentially,  this  piece  talks  abut  life, the  cycle  of  life  and  our  experiences  gained. 

Lilliana STAFFORD

Liliana  Stafford’s  work  is  inspired  by  seen  and  unseen  world’s  colliding  –referencing  simultaneously  the  natural  world  and  layered  human  relations.  She  

is  fascinated  by  the  unseen  manifested  physical:  an  invisible  wind  moving  a  visible  leaf.  Through  her  use  of  abstract  acrylics  and  wired  sculptures,  these  

messages  are  hummed  with  revelled  abandonment.  Her  works  are  created  through  an  automatic  drawing  technique,  using  her  non-dominant  hand  to  

purposefully  bypass  the  critical  mind.  This  allows  an  unconscious  process  of  creating  that  allows  certain  complexities  to  form  that  may  not  have  initially  

had  the  space,  or  language  to.    In  2016  Stafford  moved  to  a  studio  above  Paper  Bird  children’s  Books  and  Arts  in  Fremantle.  Here  her  authentic  voice  has  

thrived.  Her  career  as  an  accomplished  child’s  author,  painter  and  now  sculptor  has  gained  her  many  awards.  

This  artwork  is  about  order  and  chaos.  I  an  ordinary  day  there  is  both.

An Ordinary Day, ink  and  acrylic  on  canvas, 120 x 90 cm, $800

Elmari STEYN

Elmari  was  born  in  Namibia,  a  land  of  rare  plants,  exotic  animals,  rocks,  desert,  sea  and  wind-blown  beaches.    As  a  printmaker,  Elmari  

creates  her  etchings,  collographs  and  monoprints,  with  a  view  to  explore  her  love  of  nature  and  wilderness,  and  especially  the  relationship  

of  individuals  within  nature,  and  the  experience  of  transition  and  sense  of  place.  “Umbra”  explores  the  interaction  that  we  have  with  nature,  

through  trees,  especially  unusual,  individual  and  expressive  trees,  even  misshapen  trees.    Each  of  these  trees  expresses  their  individual  nar-

rative,  character,  size,  shape  and  function  –  their  identity!  Whether  in  wild  untouched  places  or  in  urban  settings  (such  as  the  carpark  herein),  

trees  retain  their  individuality,  their  true  form  and  identity;  their  unique  relationship  to  an  area,  with  its  climate,  wind  and  setting.  “Umbra”  is  an  

individual  living  tree,  reproduced  as  a  copper-plate  line  and  aquatint  etch,  one  of  several  in  a  series  of  southwestern  Australian  trees.    

Umbra:  S33o  38.347’/E115o  01.567’, line etch and aquatint on copper, 50 x 70 cm, $450

Michelle STUART
I  remember  dreams  and  experiences  I  had  as  a  child  that  I  would  describe  as  magic.  This  sense  of  magic  has  stayed  

with  me  into  adulthood.I  am  interested  in  the  language  of  mythology,  fairytales,  dreams  and  the  natural  world. Sometimes  

the  mysterious  contents  of  a  dream  capture’s  my  imagination  or  witnessing  a  tribe  of  Southern  Right  Whales  migrating  

along  the  coastline  or  a  Wild  Stag  bounding  through  a  forest  trail  .  .  .  for  me,  these  things  are  simply  magic. 

Skilful  artist  this  Octopus  with  his  agile  intelligent  skin.Sometimes  I  have  beautiful  nature  dreams  which  highlight  something.  This  artwork  was  

inspired  by  one  of  those  dreams.While  working  on  another  artwork  for  my  great  nephew,  I  went  to  AQWA  for  inspiration  and  the  Octopus  there  

was  stretching  in  his  tank  or  perhaps  putting  on  a  show,  providing  an  awesome  photo  reference  for  this  artwork. 

Camouflage, oil on canvas, 23 x 30 cm, $300
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Jennifer SULAJ

Jennifer  Sulaj  is  an  Australian-Albanian  Artist-Art  Therapist.    Jennifer  left  the  fashion  industry  at  Melbourne  in  1993  and  moved  to  Dusbor-

ough  where  she  began  her  artistic  journey.    She  studied  Art  at  Busselton  Tafe  and  Edith  Cowan  University  at  Bunbury  and  Mount  Lawley,  

Perth.   Since  graduating  with  her  Bachelor  of  Visual  Arts,  Jennifer  has  exhibited  in  Perth  and  Mebourne  in  group  and  solo  exhibitions.  She  

also  teaches  Abstract  painting  at  the  Trinity  School  for  seniors  and  private  clients.  Jennifer  exhibits  her  art  at  the  Artisan  Gallery,  Fremantle.  

Jennifer  was  selected  as  a  semi  finalised  for  the  Dough  Moran  National  Portrait  prize  in  2013.  In  2015  she  graduated  as  an  Art  Therapist  

from  Ikon  Institute  with  an  Advanced  Diploma  of  Art  Therapy.  

Festival of Lights, oil on canvas, 100 x 100 cm $2250

The  painting  Celebration  was  created  through  the  technique  called  Action  Painting.    This  technique  is  very  free  and  liberating,  allowing  

the  colours  to  explode  on  the  canvas  and  create  their  own  life.    As  I  looked  at  the  painting,  it  rekindled  great  memories  of  street  

festivals  in  St  Kilda  and  Fremantle.    It  is  a  painting  that  celebrates  life  and  belongs  with  people  who  live  this. 

Crowded, oil on canvas, 118 x 118 cm, $2500

The  inspiration  for  the  painting  Crowded  is  my  Art  Therapist  Practice;  where  I  work  with  people  who  have  dementia.    I  express  my  feelings  

through  abstraction  and  not  controlling  the  outcome.    This  form  of  abstract  painting  is  called  Action  Painting.    Jackson  Pollock  painted  this  way  to  

free  himself  from  his  thoughts.  This  technique  is  very  free  and  liberating,  allowing  the  colours  to  explode  on  the  canvas  and  create  their  own  life.     

Jennifer TAYLOR
Clarity, acrylic, 30 x 40 cm $300

This  piece  was  a  reflection  of my  mind  at  the  time;  I  was  trying  to  see  clearing  the  things  in  front  of me but my  mind  

was  a  whirlwind  ofcreativity,  ideas  and  inspiration.  This  can  sometime  become  overwhelming  and  emotional  when  you’re  

trying  to focus  on  daily  tasks  -  the  life  of  a  creative. 

Kirsty WATKINS

One perfect day Longreach, acrylic on canvas, 91 x 76 cm, $950

Longreach  Bay  Rottnest  is  an  iconic  spot  for  most  West  Australians  and  its  many  visitors.  Spending  time  here  with  my  own  

family  on  countless  holidays,  I always find new views and vibrant ocean colours which  make  me  want  to  paint  it  again  and  again. 

Kirsty  Watkins’  style  ranges  from  photo  realism  to  impressionism  depending  on  the  subject  matter.  She  is  a  self-taught  

artist  with  a  university  degrees  in  Commerce.  Kirsty’s  work  is  inspired  by  her  home  state  of  Western  Australia  where  she  

frequently  travels  its’  vast  distances  to  collect  inspiration  for  her  paintings.  Her  work  can  be  found  throughout  the  world  

with  all  those  wishing  to  capture  and  keep  an  original  art  piece  of  Australia. 

Floating wild, acrylic on canvas, 106 x 81cm, $650

The  ocean  cleanses,  it  renews  and  invigorates.  It’s  the  place  we  seek  when  we  need  clarity,  space  and  restoring.  There  

is  a  freedom  in  the  ocean  like  no  other  place,  a  freedom  where  we  can  just  be,  dream  and  breath.  This  is  Floating  Wild.
Drifter, acrylic on canvas, 80 x 80 cm, $750

Being  able  to  fly  is  something  we  often  dream  about,  a  thought  that  encapsulates  freedom  and  beauty.  I  often  envy  the  

humble  gull  for  their  effortless  ability  to  play  in  on  our  oceans.  They  don’t  need  a  surf  board  or  a  boat,  they  just  get  in  it  

and  have  fun. 

Sacred land to the sacred sea, acrylic on canvas, 101 x 101 cm, $1220

I  was  fortunate  enough  to  be  taken  by  an  Aboriginal  elder  4WDing  in  the  Dampier  Peninsular  north  of  Broome.  Here  I  was  

not  only  inspired  bythe  dramatic  colours  and  breathtaking  scenery,  I  was  humbled  by  these  giving,  beautiful  people  and  

their  incredible  stories.  This  is  one  them.   

#100 discs 100 days, digital print on acrylic, 85 x 85 cm, $525 

the_creased_line

The Creased Line is a Fremantle based Artists’ Collective founded in June 2017. Currently comprising two members, Lisa 
Corbett & Rory O’Neil, the qualified Visual Arts teachers utilise the social media platform, Instagram [@the_creased_line], to 
document their folio of 400+ original artworks. Spanning the mediums of Photography, Print, Painting & Drawing, the works are 
eclectic in style yet uniform through the Collective’s signature use of circular framing. 
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Toby TOMLINSON

I  am  an  18-year-old  local  artist,  currently  studying  Fine  Art  at  Curtin  University.  In  early  2016  I  started  to  develop  the  style  in  which  I  

now  paint,  and  over  the  past  two  years  I  have  worked  at  creating  simple  yet  symbolic  pieces  focusing  on  native  Australian  flora  and  

fauna.  In  2016  I  completed  my  first  public  artwork,  by  painting  a  community  bus  stop  in  Hilton,  after  this  I  painted  a  private  poolside  

mural  in  late  2017  and  early  this  year  have  completed  another  public  mural,  at  Zephyr’s  Café  in  East  Fremantle.    I  moved  to  Fremantle  

in  2007  after  moving  to  Australia  in  2003  from  England.  Quickly  becoming  interested  in  Australia’s  unique  natural  environment,  I  spent  

many  days  at  Rottnest  admiring  the  marine  life,  as  well  as  exploring  the  native  flowers  and  animals.  

Banskia #3, acrylic on MDF, 26.5 x 33 cm, $100

Banksia  #3  explores  the  beauty  of  native  Australian  flora  by  presenting  it  with  pure  simplicity.  Banksias  have  

become  symbols  of  Australia’s  connection  with  its  natural  environment,  the  piece  celebrates  the  unique  flora  

present  in  Australia  and  its  bold  and  bright  colours. 

Caroyln WHITE

Freo  Lisa  and  Willoughby, acrylic on canvas, 101.5 x 101.5 cm, $2100

Freo  Lisa  is  a  sassy,  colourful  character  embracing  many  of  the  attitudes  commonly  identified  with  Fremantle.    By  her  side  is  her  ever  faithful  

and  supportive  companion,  Willoughby. 

For  Carolyn  White,  art  is  an  up-lifting  social  dynamic  where  participants  unite  in  a  shared  humanity  through  celebration  of  beauty.   

Since  childhood  she  has  had  a  passion  for  imagining  and  expressing  it  all  with  drawing,  paintings  and  sculpture  to  share  with  others.  

Her  work  has  been  described  as  ‘unapologetically  positive’.  With  growing  societal  concern  for  the  environment  Carolyn  often  incorpo-

rates  found  objects  in  her  artworks  to  up  cycle  and  creates  new  pieces. Her  artist’s  passion  extends  to  helping  community  projects  

including  recent  exhibitions  of  her  artworks  in  the  mediums  of  art  and  sculpture.  Since  moving  to  Fremantle  she  has  been  embraced  

by  the  creative  community  and  has  been  active  in  numerous  art  events  and  projects.  Recently  Carolyn  has  been  focussing  on  mural  

projects  at  local  mental  health  hospitals  where  her  uplifting,  joyous  artworks  has  had  a  very  positive  effect  on  patients.

Rachel WHITEMAN
Rachel  Whiteman’s  passion  is  creating.  Over  a  short  period  of  time  she  hasdeveloped  a  unique  style  and  very  in-

dividual  techniques.  Successfully  capturing  the  essence  of  nature  and  Gaia,  her  paintings  transport  you  toan  ethe-

real  place.  Rachel’s  exposure  to  many  cultures  has  influenced  her  artistic  style,  having  grown  upin  sub-Saharan  

Africa,  Norway  and  Scotland,  Rachel  travelled  extensively  inEurope,  North  America  and  Asia  before  emigrating  to  

Australia.  Rachel  frequently  draws  on  the  extensive  visual  library  she  has  built  inher  mind  to  recreate  the  pristine  

environment  of  Western  Australia,  paying  particular  attention  to  the  world  class  coastline  and  unique  landscapes.  

As  a  self  taught  artist    Rachel  strives  to  recreate  light  and  life  inher  paintings.  Rachel  bases  all  her  academic,  

professional  andpersonal  endeavours  on  striving  for  artistic  excellence  but  she  is  never  afraid  tomake  mistakes

Exploring Silence, oils  and  Alcohol  inks  on  yupo  paper, 72 x 98 cm, $1100

Jellyfish  have  always  fascinated  me.  They  float  so  effortlessly  and  explore  our  wonderful  oceans.  One  of  my  first  paintings  I  ever  

painted  was  a  jellyfish.  This  wonderful,  light  painting  evokes  the  freshness  of  our  oceans

Declan YOUNG
My  current  artwork  explores  the  ideas  around  our  digital  interactions  and  how  the  coming  of  the  digital  age  influences  

us,  our  society  and  the  environment  around  us.    My  artworks  are  comprised  of  photographs  I  have  taken  that  have  

been  run  through  data  manipulation  programs  and  rearranged  in  Photoshop. I  have  had  two  pieces  (Reflekt,  Tym)  

receive  ‘Semi-Finalist’  at  Hypervision  in  Midland  and  one  of  the  same  (Reflekt)  receiving  a  High  Commendation  for  the  

‘Perth  Expo  Emerging  Artist  Award’  at  the  City  of  Stirling  Art  Exhibition.    I  also  volunteered  to  assist  the  installation  of  

‘Arcs  d’Ellipses’  for  High  Tide  in  Fremantle.

Reflekt, print (framed), 86.5 x 62 cm, $250

The  way  we  see  ourselves  and  others  has  been  reinvented  with  the  rise  of  social  media.    We  exchange  a  small  fraction  of  commu-

nication  information  in  online  interactions  in  comparison  to  “real  life”conversations,  this  makes  it  easy  to  form  a  disconnection  to  rational  

emotions  when  online.    Looking  back  and  thinking  about  these  interactions  we  often  think  of  our  online  identity  as  separate  to  our  own.  

Personal Space, print (framed), 47 x 37 cm, $170

Whenever  we  converse  online  we  are  allowing  ourselves  to  be  digitally  reproduced  through  the  algorithms  that  scan  

and  record  our  likes,  dislikes,  habits,  interests  and  emotions.  Our  digital  reproductions  exist  in  the  digital  plane  and  this  

composition  represents  the  abstract  and  volatile  nature  of  the  data  that  makes  them  up.  They  live  in  eternal  storage  

and  exist  in  a  void  and  without  form  until  observed.  
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Steve ADRIAN

Reflection, wood  (recycled  and  off-cuts), 120 x 120 cm, $1500
The  sculpture  reflects  on  how‘waste’materials  can  still  possessan  inner  beautyand  how  they  deserve  to  be  given  another  chance.  The  sculpture  has  

been  created  out  of  pieces  of  recycled  jarrahandply  off-cuts.  The  jarrah  used  for  the  vertical  stand  has  been  machined  and  dressed  to  showcase  

the  intrinsic  beautyhidden  in  this  former  floor  board  after  years  of  use.In  contrast,  the  base  has  been  purposelyleft  weathered  and  rough.On  the  top,  

the  pieces  of  ply  have  been  combined  in  a  seemingly  randomwayto  create  a  dynamic  and  vibrant  centre  piece. 

Steve  Adrian  is  a  self-taught  creator  of  funky  cabinetry  and  engagingsculptures.  He  is  the  business  owner  of  Storm  

Concepts  –Furniture  and  Exhibitions.  For  his  artworks,  Steve  aims  to  create  pieces  that  are  functional  in  a  space  but  

always  have  a  creative  twist.  He  enjoys  mixing  various  materialsgiving  the  sculpture  depth  and  character.  Steve  loves  

to  work  with  recycled  materials  and  finds  ways  to  bring  out  the  best  of  each  material.  If  you  walk  into  his  large  

cabinetmaker’s  workshop  in  Bibra  Lake  you  will  see  a  professional  workspace  for  creating  quality  furniture.  But  if  you  

look  closer  you  will  see  the  all  kinds  of  rescued  bits  of  timber:  old  chairs,  fence  post,  cabinets  and  the  odd  pallet.  

Amanda BENN
Podscape No. 1, papier-mache  pulp,  sand,  wire,  glue  –mixed  media, 13 x 18 cm, $220

I  used  papier-mache  pulp,  sand  and  wire  to  create  and  assemble  this  Podscape.    The  viewer  can  imagine  the  pod  towards  

the  end  of  its  life,  decaying  and  being  reabsorbed  back  into  the  landscape. Perhaps  the  spikey  protrusions  in  the  landscape  

are  new  seeds  growing,  continuing  the  life  cycle  of  this  species.

Amanda  Benn  completed  a  BA  Fine  Arts  in  1982  at  Curtin  University,  where  she  majored  in  painting  and  minored  in  printmaking.    She  has  held  solo  exhibi-

tions  (painting  and  sculpture)  in  1997,  1998  and  2000  with  Gadfly  Gallery.    Her  exhibition  in  2000  was  part  of  the  Festival  of  Perth.    In  2003  she  exhibited  large  

scale  papier-mache  and  mixed  media  sculptures  at  PICA.She  has  also  exhibited  in  numerous  group  shows.. Amanda is  a  Fremantle  based  artist  with  a  home  

studio  in  Beaconsfield.    She  has  experimented  with  papier-mache  for  over  30  years.  She  enjoys  using  this  medium  because  of  the  slow  drying  process  

which  allows  time  for  contemplation,  observation,  and  experimentation.    Her  work  incorporates  found  objects,  recycled  objects  and  other  materials  at  hand. 

Podscape No 2, papier-mache  and  mixed  media, 20 x 29 x 6 cm, $240
In  this  piece  I  arranged  the  sculptural  elements  of  a  miniature  landscape,  large  red  seeds  and  a  strange  hybrid  seedpod  

–the  centrepiece.    My  aim  is  to  create  an  arresting  environment  for  the  viewer  to  consider  some  of  the  following  questions:    

What  are  the  relationships  between  these  sculptural  elements?What  is  the  origin  of  this  strange  hybrid  seedpod?From  what  

type  of  plant  did  this  seedpod  grow?Will  this  landscape  support  and  nurture  new  life  from  these  seeds?

Michael BLACK

Anxiety, ceramic and wood, 30 x 52 x 30 cm, $800

To  have  the  thoughts,  opinions  &  judgments  of  the  world  around  you  govern  who  you  are  is  not  living  free.  Let  go  of  the  people  on  your  mind  

who  don’t  matter  &  release  yourself  to  world  full  of  opportunities

After  rupturing  some  discs  in  my  back  while  deployed  overseas  during  an  18  month  period  of  constant  instability  &  the  further  op-

erations  to  gain  mobility  it  was  suggested  that  I  get  my  hands  muddy  again  with  some  clay  to  regain  strength  &  posture.  I  quickly  

fell  in  love  with  the  meditative  quality  of  ceramics,  the  feeling  of  nothing  but  my  breathing  &  the  cool  clay  beneath  my  hands.  

Working  from  lightly  manipulating  it  to  wrestling  it  &  back  to  barely  a  kiss.  The  flow  of  energy  I  can  take  from  the  earth  helps  me  

to  maintain  my  mind,  body  &  soul. 

Natalia BOZHANOVA

Night’s Watch, crocheted  character  on  wire  base, 22 x 29 x 24 cm, $315

We  all  know  there  is  feeling  when  you  wake  up  in  the  middle  of  the  night.  It  is  a  pitch  black  around  you.  In  the  dark  even  your  own  room  is  

taking  fantastical  shapes.  Who  lurks  in  the  shadows?  Who  sighs  under  your  bed?  Scary,  isn’t  it?  That’s  why  you  turn  on  the  light.  It  could  be  a  

small  table  lamp,  or  your  phone,  or  just  a  candle...Now  you  have  a  survival  island  of  light  and  your  watch  begins!..

Natalia  Bozhanova  is  amigurumi  and  textile  artist  based  in  Perth,  WA.    Natali  makes  different  characters  and  

installations  using  yarn  and  hooks.  She  thinks  that  transformation  of  a  yarn  ball  into  something  nearly  alive  is  a  

miracle.  This  feeling  of  “being  a  wizard”  inspires  her  for  creating  more  and  more  characters,  each  of  which  has  

its  own  soul  and  a  personal  story.    The  main  theme  of  the  artist  is  all  the  wonders  of  the  natural  world.  She  

crochets  realistic  copies  of  animals  or  creates  funny  cartoon  characters.Natali  has  started  her  art  career  only  

three  years  ago.  However,  her  works  are  already  highly  appreciated  by  private  toys  collectors.  

Caterina COSSU
Meditating Lady I, ceramic and wood, 30 X 30 cm, $220

Caterina  is  a  multi-award  wining  ceramist  originally  from  Italy  with  over  40  years’  experience.  She  is  currently  

working  with  Porcelain  and  hand  decorated  pieces .

Meditating Lady II, ceramic and wood, 30 X 30 cm, $220
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Beverley EDGE

I  specailise  in  character  based  illustrations  for  greeting  cards  and  children’s  books.  I  create  my  illustrations  using  a  variety  of  

materials  such  as  felts  and  fabrics,  buttons  and  beads,  peg  dolls,  collage,  line  drawing,  paper  sculpture  and  polymer  clay.  The  

attention  todetail  is  paramount,  and  I  am  constantly  finding  news  ways  of  adding  texture,  pattern  and  interest  in  the  materials  I  

use.  My  portfolio  of  work  has  lead  to  several  awards  and  recognition  within  the  greeting  card  industry  in  the  UK  and  designs  are  

currently  licensed  onto  product  for  the  pre-school  market. These  artworks  were  created  to  appeal  to  children,  and  to  perhaps  

introduce  and  learn  about  a  new  animal.  Each  piece  is  created  by  hand  using  polymer  clay,  textures  and  beads  are  added  as  

decoration.  The  designs  are  published  onto  greeting  cards  in  the  UK  and  sold  worldwide.. 

Loveable  Lemur, polymer clay, 42.5 x 42.5 x 4.5 cm, $180

Neil ELLIOTT

Neil  was  born  in  Adelaide  in  1963  and  moved  to  Perth  with  his  family  in  1978.  He  then  decided  to  pursue  a  

career  in  graphic  design  and  at  studied  at  Perth  Technical  College  from  1980-1982.  It  was  here  that  he  devel-

oped  his  drawing  and  painting  skills.Always  seeking  to  explore  and  expand  his  own  boundaries,  Neil  trained  in  

many  fine  art  mediums,  including  but  not  exclusive  to,  print  making,  photography,  painting,  sculpture  and  mixed  

media.  These  skills,  coupled  with  his  ability  to  merge  the  technical  world  of  design  with  the  emotive  and  often  

sensitive  world  of  visual  art,  has  created  a  style  that  is  distinctively  his. Neil’s  sculptures  are  usually  made  from  

found  objects  and  display  a  sense  of  fun.  He  also  facilitates  sculpture  workshops  throughout  Western  Australia,  

inspiring  communities  to  create  exciting  work,  while  at  the  same  time  rescuing  materials  from  becoming  landfill.

Robot 63, found objects, 63 x 32 x 28 cm, $3400

Micheal DAVIS
Infinity Twin Lanspeeder, metal and plastics, 90 x 80 x 50 cm, $10 000
I  was  taught  at  the  age  of  8  to  draw,  colour,  shade  and  how  shadows  work  by  my  grandmother.    In  my  twenties  I  went  

to  Tafe  to  study  art.  I  was  recommended  to  go  to  Claremont  school  of  Art  to  study  Art  and  design. I  graduated  with  a  

diploma  in  art  and  design  in  1991.  1994  was  my  first  solo  exhibition  with  34  paintings  and  1  sculpture  then  In  1998  I  had  

my  second  solo  exhibition  with  26  paintings  and  3  sculptures  (all  art  work  was  sold).  I  have  had  numerous  commissions  

over  the  years.. My  passion  for  steampunk,  art  deco  and  sci-fi  has  inspired  me  to  create  and  sculpture  3d  spaceships,  

land  speeders  and  other  types  of  machines.  All  my  sculptures  are  original  one  off  designs,  they  are  hand  made  from  

scratch.  I  like  to  make  them  so  there  is  some  kind  of  interaction  with  the  viewer  hopefully  a  visual  journey  of  interesting  

things  to  look  at  and  operate.  It  is  titled  Infinity  Twin  Landspeeder.It  has  taken  me  17  months,  and  300  hrs  to  complete  

using  only  hand  tools.  This  is  my  9th spaceship  sculpture,  number  10  has  already  commenced.  

Talkative  Toucan, polymer clay, 42.5 x 42.5 x 4.5 cm, $180

Bronwyn ELLIOTT
Gourmet Glass, glass, 52 x 52 x 4 cm, $1200
Ideal  as  a  beautiful  decorative  piece  or  as  a  functioning  bowl,  this  brilliantly  coloured  piece  is  inspired  by  

thoughts  of  generous  portions  of  tropical  fruit  and  cheeses  piled  high  and  in  plentiful  supply  to  stimulate  the  

palate.  The  colours  are  deliberately  vivid  to  catch  the  eye  and  techniques  used  to  develop  include  colour  

fusion  imagery  of  a  heat  boiling  glass  base  to  generate  bubbly  goodness  in  the  mix.     

Glass  artist,  Bronwyn  Elliott,  started  working  with  glass  in  2008  with  a  driving  desire  to  make  “one-off”  artworks  to  ensure  all  clients  receive  their  

own  individualised  piece.  Skilled  in  many  techniques  of  warm  and  cold  glasswork  allows  her  to  handcraft  pieces  with  an  incredible  range  of  colour,  

texture,  depth  and  shape  generating  almost  unlimited  artistic  possibilities  and  intriguing  outcomes.  Spending  most  of  her  years  on  Australia’s  busy  

east  coast,  the  inspiration  for  her  work  comes  from  Perth’s  glorious  weather  and  laid  back  lifestyle.  Something  reflected  in  her  quirky  brightly  

coloured  art.  Her  artwork  has  been  purchased  by  both  Public  Institutions  and  private  collectors  within  Australia  and  overseas. 

Effervescence, glass, 43 x 43 x 4 cm, $1395

This  piece  is  an  end  result  of  considerable  work  balancing  the  translucent  effects  best  demonstrated  in  the  glass  

medium  so  that  front  lighting  produces  a  vivid  colourful  palette  while  gently  backlighting  highlights  the  soft  aqua  

substrate.  Common  to  both  is  a  cross  dimensional  bubbling  reminiscent  of  carbonated  beverages. 

Silvana FERRARIO

Diamond Twill, glass, 36 x 36 cm, $400

I  have  always  been  interested  in  textiles  as  my  mother  taught  me  to  sew,  knit  and  crochet  at  an  early  age.    I  took  up  spinning  

wool  a  few  years  ago.My  friend  Kjerstin  is  a  weaver  and  has  been  threatening  to  teach  me  to  weave.    I  said  I  would  love  to  but  

will  weave  in  glass  instead.    These  pieces  represent  my  glass  weaving.  The  depth  of  the  bowls  show  both  sides  of  the  glass  

fabric  and  let  the  light  transmit  though.This  piece  is  made  of  glass  stringers  fused  onto  glass  sheet,  then  cut,  refused  and  slumped.   

Twill, glass, 24 x 39 x 26 cm, $1500
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Lucy HENRY

Lucy  Henry  is  an  emerging  sculptor  based  in  South  Fremantle  WA.  She  works  mostly  in  clay  for  its  suppleness,   

forgiveness  and  strength.  Henry  finds  clay’s  readiness  to  be  transformed,  both  in  shape  and  texture,  makes  it  a  

perfect  medium  for  exploring  the  moods,  colours  and  creatures  of  the  coast.      

Oceanpod, ceramic  –  stoneware  fired  buff  raku  clay,  glazed, 24 x 26 cm, $375

Ocean  pod  is  a  round  hand-built  form.  The  three,  layered  glazes,  made  by  the  artist,  fuse  to  imitate  the  

swirling  currents  and  surface  of  the  ocean.  The  textured  nature  of  the  stoneware-fired  raku  clay  reflects  the  

dramatic  rocks  and  cliffs  found  along  Western  Australia’s  south  west  coastline.   

Graeme JEFFS

#  LXXXI.  Banksia, timber and resin, 22 x 18 x 11 cm, $340
Box  made  from 100  year old seasoned  Jarrah  fence  picket.  Location,  Subiaco.  Lid  inlay  consisting  of  Banksia  nuts  and  branch.  Location  North  

Beach.Pinstripes  consist  of  recent  Marri  and  Jarrah commercial  off  cuts collected  from Balcatta.

Box  made  from  century  old  seasoned  Jarrah  fence  picket.  Location,  Subiaco.  Lid  inlay  consisting  of  excess  poured  resin  shards.  Location,  

studio.  Pinstripes  consist  of  repurposed  white  plastic  container,  Pine  shavings,  Jarrah  offcuts.  Location,  studio  floor. 
Bush findings, timber and resin, 22 x 7.5 x 11 cm, $360

Box made from century old seasoned Jarrah fence picket. Location, Subiaco. Lid inlay consisting of local bush floor findings. Location, 

Star Swamp. Pinstripes consist of brass, Jarrah commercial offcuts..

Bronwen HOLDING
I  divide  my  time  between  my  growing  Ceramic  flower  business  –Bron’s  Ceramics , my  part  time  medical  career  as  a  GP 

, and  my  cricketing  boys  and  husband.  My  journey  with  clay  started  in  2009  in  England,  with  adult  pottery  classes  as  an  

outlet  for  managing  life’s  stressors.  It  was  in  2014  that  I  started  experimenting  with  the  3  dimensional  aspect  of  hand  building  

clay  flowers  in  an attempt  to  recreate  the  glorious  English  Cottage  Garden.  I  now  endeavour  to  recreate  the  perfect  flower  

bouquet  that  lasts  forever. Each  petal  and  leaf  is  hand  formed  by  myself  from  Earthenware  clay  and  kiln  fired  in  my  home  

workshop  in  Perth.  The  delicate  blossoms  are  hand  painted  with  a  few  coats  of  glaze  before  their  second  firing  . 

A moment in time, ceramic, 30 x 30 cm, $800

A  Moment  in  Time,  is  a  ceramic  piece,  capturing  the  last  minutes  of  life  of  a  harvested  Sunflower  in  all  its  glory  before  its  inevitable  demise.  Beauty  is  not  

everlasting,  but  the  process  of  aging  can  be  beautiful.  A  handcrafted  piece,  from  Earthenware  clay,  which  has  been  twice  kiln  fired  and  glazed.

#LXXXV.  Parallelism , timber and resin, 22 x 18 x 11 cm, $330

My  art  consists  of  up-cycling  fallen  Western  Australian  native  timbers,  seeds,  nuts,  branches,  dried  flowers  and  other  native  flora.  These  

findings  are  collected  from  the  bush  floor  where  they  have  naturally  dried  and  seasoned  –a  process  to  captures  all  the  natural,  abstract  

and  symmetrical  beauty  of  their  living  forms.  These  media  are  then  inlaid  within  the  lids  of  my  boxes. My  work  is  diligently  handmade  with  

minimum  machinery  interference  -  hence  not  clinically  perfected  but  passionately  crafted  with  many  hours  spent  on  each  piece.      I  also  

utilise  and  highlight  minor  imperfections  in  the  timber.  I  have  a  profound  adulation  for  natures  true  form,  especially  as  it  is  witnessed  in  our  

native  Western  Australian  Bushland. 

Yvonne KITCHENER
Rice  paper  bowls  or  vases  (pair) , ceramic, 12 x 8 - 9 cm, $145 (pair)
Is  the  wrapping  more  important  than  the  item  within?  A  fondness  for  beautiful  packaging  and  displays  of  boxed  items  seen  

for  sale  in  Japanese  stores  in  2017,  inspired  the  design  of  my  Wheel  thrown  bowls.    They  are  decorated  like  Folded  wrap-

ping  paper  using  clay  slabs  placed  in  a  layered  fashion.    Hand  decorated  with  white  slip  on  cream  stoneware  clay  and  thin  

black  lined  patterns.    Dark  brown  gloss  glaze  inside.    Cone  10  firing.  Wheel  thrown  and  altered,  draped  slab  pieces  added. 

Contemplating  our  options, ceramic, 10 x 23 x 29 cm , $265 (pair)

This  piece  is  depicting  our  relationships,  which  can  be  intense  or  light  hearted,  our  ideas  and  attitudes  can  change  rapidly.    

Loving  connections  are  entwined  with  our  daily  thoughts  and  actions.    Constant  decisions  about  our  options  are  amazingly  

decided  upon  with  confident  actions.    Our  options  are  swiftly  unfurled,  touched  and  pondered.    The  compromises  can  bare  

fruit  through  our  art.  Two  Stoneware  and  Raku  fired  slab-built  jetties,  with  hand  sculptured  figures  perched  on  the  edge,  

thinking.    Hand-built  and  decorated  in  dramatic  stripes  and  crazed  with  white  crackle  glaze.    One  large  jetty  and  one  smaller  

LARK & OWL
Kintsukuroi    (Broken  Beauty), woodworking, 27.5 x 11 cm, $425

The  Japanese  technique  Kintsugi  has  been  applied  to  this  turned  jarrah-burl  bowl.  The  art  form  is  traditionally  

reserved  for  repairing  broken  pottery  and  is  a  beautiful  way  of  reclaiming  an  otherwise  un-useable  item.  When  the  

bowl  broke  apart  on  the  lathe,  we  were  devastated,  until  we  decided  to  celebrate  its  broken  form  by  highlighting  

the  beauty  of  its  flaws  through  Kintsugi.  Many  hours  of  reassembling  the  jigsaw  that  was  the  bowl,  re-turning  on  

the  lathe  and  sanding  by  hand,  resulted  in  this  stunning  piece.  We  hope  you  enjoy  it  as  much  as  we  do.
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Mark McCLELLAN

his  is  a  vase  of  tulips  turned  from  recycled  jarrah  timber  from  an  old  farm  house,  long  abandoned.  The  timber  comes  from  old  

floor  boards  and  door  frames.  It  is  finished  with  tung  oil  and  polished. 

Para  mi  esposa, recycled  wood,  mainly  jarrar  with  some  teak, 33 xx 80 x 25 cm, $1250

Bob MACKIE

Eucalyptus  Leaf, wood - Jarrah, 10.5 x 34 x 5 cm, $680

One  of  my  earliest  memories  is  of  playing  amid  drifts  of  wood  shavings  in  my  grandfather’s  workshop.  This  family  tradition  of  working  with  

wood  means  that  sculpting  artefacts,  and  art  pieces  from  Blackbutt,  Jarrah,  Tuart,  and  other  native  timbers,  is  as  much  a  part  of  my  heritage  as   

my  DNA.   Each  of  these  pieces  is  carefully  crafted  to  take  full  advantage  of  the  grain,  colour  and  structure  of  the  raw  material.  Allowing  

the  flow  of  the  arboreal  core  to  dictate  direction  and  profile,  highlights  the  lustre  yet  retains  original  character,  giving  each  finished  

product  a  unique  textural  eloquence. 

Lady Lilly Flower, wood  –  Tuart/  Ironbark , 70 x 43 x 7 cm $255

Colin McCALLUM
Hammered, jarrah timber and chrome, 12 x 15 cm, $295

Chrome plated hammer head with fine sanded and lacquered handle, hammering chrome nail into a solid block of Aus-

tralian Jarrah timber which has been sanded and lacquered.

I  am  a  retired  teacher  of  27  years  experience,  having  taught  maths,  science  and  technologies  to  high  school  and  primary  aged  

students.  I  am  a  graduate  of  Curtin  University,  a    father  of  five  children,  and  I  have  developed  a  passion  for  bespoke  woodwork  

and  crafting  works  of  art  from  recycled,  reclaimed  and  re-purposed  materials,  predominantly  wood.    I  have  taught  and  lived  in  

rural  Western  Australia  since  1992,  living  in  places  like  Norseman,  Kambalda,  and  for  the  last  18  years  the  Cunderdin-Wyalk-

atchem  area.  As  an  artist  craftsman,  I  strongly  believe  that  natural  materials  must  be  conserved  and  reused  wherever  possible.  I  

am  a  passionate  nature  photographer  and  follower  of  Australian  sports,  mainly  Football,  Cricket  and  Cycling.

Lily MERCER
Qoukka Selfie, porcelain, 18 x 28 x 18 cm, $900

Created from Australian buff raku and fine porcelain clay, Queenie is made up of various Rottnest icons. She has had her photo 

taken with many celebrities including Roger Federer, Margot Robbie and Hugh Jackman. Listed as vulnerable due to cats 

foxes and habitat loss my art hope to highlight the plight of this darling marsupial and other lesser known critters.
Qoukka Surfie, porcelain, 19 x 30 x 19 cm , $1100 
Quintessa, the Choka Quokka, loves to surf the reefs around Rotto, in particular Transit, Basin Lefty and when she is feeling 

really brave Strickland Bay. Wearing her baggies she is amped at the thought of carving a bommie on a blustery day.

Every  object  holds  a  story  –  if  we  look  long  enough  at  the  object  it  will  reveal  it’s  secrets  to  us.    Simplicity  is  the  essence  of  this  work  –  to  allow  the  objects  

to  speak  to  their  history  –  their  transient  journey.  A  celebration  of  imperfection  whilst  relishing  in  strong  form

Philip MITCHELL

Dream Galaxy, asemblage, 60 x 40 x 30 cm, $500

Small  thoughts,  dreams  and  moments  in  our  lives  captured  as  little  lights  sculpted  in  traditional  specimen  cloches.  Glass  and  light  contrast  earthy  Jarrah  burl 

The Archive, asemblage, 18 x 40 x 18 cm, $260

As  we  move  technologically  forward  at  a  rate  of  knots  –  it  is  always  a  delight  to  reflect  on  the  past  to  appreciate  our  future.  Museums  and  

archives  do  this  well  –  this  is  a  small  archive,  humble  and  nostalgic,  that  offers  a  portal  to  the  past.  
Fragile, asemblage, 80 x 40 x 40 cm, $480
This  allegorical  work  is  loud,  passionate  and  clear.    It  is  a  delightful  reminder  of  what  it  is  that  we  fight  for  in  this  new  millennium.  The  

dialectic  between  the  two  components  is  both  joyous  and  a  provocation  where  material  and  object  speak  to  each  other. 

Ned  –  Educationally  Sound, asemblage, 101 x 101 cm, $1220
“Such  is  Life”  a  phrase  used  to  refer  to  an  event  that  has  happened  and  that  you  must  accept  –  it  is  a  phrase  most  often  used  by  men.  “Ned”  is  an  exploration  

of  masculinity  through  stereotypes  -  the  boy-child  heroes  of  bushrangers  and  Cowboys.  Have  they  brewed  a  sense  of  entitlement  from  boyhood  onwards? 

Trinity - one God in three persons, asemblage, 60 x 18 x 18 cm, $280

Wabi  Sabi  –  an  imperfect  Beauty, asemblage, 60 x 18 x 8 cm, $280

An  Aboriginal  Coolamon  used  to  collect  food,  a  damaged  mannequin  head  of  a  man  in  a  bath  of  red  billiard  balls.  The  three  elements  –  the  trinity  

-  their  texture,  their  origins,  their  symbolism  come  together  as  an  offering  for  the  spectator  to  consume.  It  is  my  hope  the  work  and  its  title  bring  

reflection,  pleasure  and  contemplation  offering  multiple  perspectives  the  longer  you  live  with  the  work. 



Annemieke MULDERS

Point One Percent, porcelain,  glaze,  gold, 22 x 13 x 13 cm, $241

Even  the  top  point  one  percent  drink  tea.   

Annemieke  Mulders  is  a  ceramic  artist  living  in  Perth.  She  was  born  in  the  Netherlands,  studied  physics  and  took  ceramic  

sculpture  evening  classes.  After  completing  her  physics  degree  she  moved  from  the  Netherlands  to  pursue  an  academic  

career.  After  a  hiatus  of  some  years,  Annemieke  reconnected  with  ceramics  while  teaching  at  the  UNSW  in  Canberra  

and  began  her  current  practice.  She  now  spends  the  majority  of  her  time  expanding  her  artistic  skills  and  making  ceramic  

homewares  for  gallery  shops.  Annemieke  is  driven  to  understand  things  that  puzzle  her.  In  the  past  this  motivated  her  scientific  

research.  Now  it  motivates  her  ceramic  art  practice.  She  aims  to  understand  the  tension  between  the  orderly  and  regular,  and  

the  chaotic  and  extreme.  She  seeks  to  create  something  meaningful  by  combining  both. 

Steve PEASE

Shell Bowl, patinated copper, 20 x 25 cm $1200

Steve  is  the  consummate  contemporary  craftsperson,  designing  and  creating  works  of  art  in  metal  and  glass.  

As  a  jeweller/metalsmith  he  produces  unique  hand  made  jewellery  and  using  the  traditional  skills  of  the  

silversmith    he  creates  one  off    contemporary  hollow-ware.  .  (  Hollow  ware  is  a  traditional  silversmithing  term  

used  to  describe  a  thin  walled  metal  object  such  as  a  bowl,  container,  tea  pot  etc.)  Unlike  traditional  hollow  

ware,  contemporary  hollow  ware  may  reference  the  vessel  but  is  more  sculptural  in  nature.  Steve’s  hollow-ware  

is  note  worthy  for  the  range  of  surface  finishes  he  creates  through  the  use  of  different  patination  techniques. 

The  bowl  employs  the  fold  form  technique  to  produce  a  container  that  is  created  from  one  sheet  of  copper  and  then  patinated.

Craig PRICE

Enchanting Aimee, metal sculpture, 30 x 65 x 30 cm, $650

Craig  has  been  welding  sculptures  out  of  nuts  for  the  last  5  –  6  years  and  has  recently  

moved  from  the  Sunshine  Coast,  Queensland  to  make  his  home  in  the  southern  suburbs  

where  he  works  out  of  his  studio  in  Wellard  and  is  currently  experimenting  with  different  

types  of  materials  including  wood  and  glass.    The  nut  sculptures  are  all  welded  and  

painted  to  make  a  vivid  3  dimensional  sculpture  which  come  alive  in  any  centrepiece  in  a  

home  either  mounted  on  a  wooden  plinth  or  hanging  freely  in  a  frame.  

Aimee in Chains, metal sculpture, 65 x 90 x 30 cm, $750

3D WORKS

Karen O’KEEFE
1000 Kisses Deep, ceramic, 64 x 150 cm, $1350
Just  as  colour  can  evoke  emotion,  I  find  beads  used  in  an  assemblage  can  also  elicit  another  degree  of  perception.  My  subject  

matter  is  very  eclectic,  with  ideas  influenced  by  music,  the  ornate  periods  in  art  history,  and  like  some  of  my  paintings,  ideas  revolving  

around  “flight”  and  freedom.  My  creations  utilize  diverse  techniques  of  painting,  beading  and  wirework  with  a  vast  assortment  of  

mediums  and  embellishments  sourced  worldwide.  Each  assemblage  is  unique  with  subtle  clues  to  their  story.  “1,000  Kisses  Deep”  

was  inspired  by  the  Leonard  Cohen  song.  And  yes  !  ...  There  are  1,000  hearts.  

Den SCHEER

As  local  persons  wandered  our  farm,  they’d  steal  sheep  and  hang  the  skins  on  fence  posts  so  that  we  would  know  how  

many  sheep  were  stolen.  I  tanned  the  sheep  hide  using  techniques  inherited  from  my  great  grandfather  but  modernised  with  

household  machinery.  The  work  is  constructed  with  skin  from  a  local  abattoir  and  scrap  metal,reconstructed  into  the  effigy  of  a  

memory.  

120 a head, hand tanned sheep cape, star picket and metal scrap, 40 x 150 x 40 cm, $2500

Robert SCALPELLO
Bloody Mining, glass, 12 x 30 x 12 cm, $1100

‘Bloody Mining’ is a representation in glass art form that I have been experimenting with, in capturing the unpredictability of the 

mining industry in Western Australia.. ‘Bloody Mining’ has been created by making a mould of wax and replicating a drill bit used 

on reticulated circulation (RC) drilling rigs in the mining industry, particularly in Exploration. The chosen colours of this particular 

piece represent the sweat, blood and tears of a miner’s hard work … with the fragility of the glass being a metaphor for nurturing 

mining workers’ mental health, the environment and industry as a whole.. I see the irony in creating this piece of glass art – coming 

full circle from raw mined silica and using a piece of mining equipment to create an art form made of glass.. ‘Bloody Mining’ … the 

heat of the outback where mining exploration takes place, juxtaposed against the cool and fragility of the glass.
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This  artwork  reflects  my  interaction  with  the  natural  world.  Nests  are  also  a  place  of  safety  where  new  ideas  are  born.. 

SCRUFF & COCKROBIN
Bowie, recylced materials, 7 x 27 cm, $150

Bowie  is  one  of  our  Oomis,  made  from  a  minimum  of  85%  recycled  Stuff..  Found  given  or  purchased  at  markets    swap  

meets  etc.  Bowie  is  all  cold  joined...nuts  and  bolds  wire  stitched  and  pop  rivets.  We  love  to  keep  stuff  out  of  landfill  and  

love  a  Robot...We  name  and  number  our  little  Oomi  family,  for  authenticity  and  collectiveness.  We  photo  our  dudes  and  

have  a  family  album  for  us  to  look  on  and  remember  the  buddies  we  have  made..  We  love  these  guys..

Anne SORENSEN

Liliana STAFFORD
Liliana  Stafford’s  work  is  inspired  by  seen  and  unseen  world’s  colliding  –referencing  simultaneously  the  natural  world  and  layered  

human  relations.  She  is  fascinated  by  the  unseen  manifested  physical:  an  invisible  wind  moving  a  visible  leaf.  Through  her  use  

of  abstract  acrylics  and  wired  sculptures,  these  messages  are  hummed  with  revelled  abandonment.  Her  works  are  created  

through  an  automatic  drawing  technique,  using  her  non-dominant  hand  to  purposefully  bypass  the  critical  mind.  This  allows  an  

unconscious  process  of  creating  that  allows  certain  complexities  to  form  that  may  not  have  initially  had  the  space,  or  language  to.    

In  2016  Stafford  moved  to  a  studio  above  Paper  Bird  children’s  Books  and  Arts  in  Fremantle.  Here  her  authentic  voice  has  thrived.  

Her  career  as  an  accomplished  child’s  author,  painter  and  now  sculptor  has  gained  her  many  awards.  
Nest, copper  sheeting,  wire  and  glass  fishing  float, 70 x 40 x 7 cm, $500

Andrew TAYLOR

Endlass Summer, resin, bamboo, s/steal, aluminum, resin copper wire, acrylic paint fibreglass, clay, 12 x 49 x 12 cm, $1000
Endless  Summer  –  A  homage  to  the  1966  movie  ‘The  Endless  Summer’by  Bruce  Brown  and  the  flashbacks  it  still  provides  –  ha  ha. 

Epitaph, resin, bamboo, s/steal, aluminum, resin copper wire, acrylic paint, 17 x 50 x 10 cm, $1000
Epitaph  –  definition;  an  inscription  or  written  tribute  in  memory  of  a  person  on  a  tombstone  or  in  a  piece  of  literature. 

I  studied  Fine  Art  at  Curtin  University  in  the  early  1980’s  majoring  in  sculpture. My  work  can  be  found  in  thousands  of  sites  

around  Australia  including  schools,  commercial  shopfronts  and  private  residences.Over  the  years  I  was  fortunate  to  work  

alongside  highly  skilled  individuals  honing  my  skills  in  casting  and  pattern  making  techniques  then  in  2015  I  split  the  busi-

ness  and  created  Ebb  in  Time.Returning  to  my  roots  in  sculpture  and  with  a  fascination  for  kinetic  art  I  created  clocks  and  

pendulums  this  progressed  to  boats  and  finally  figurative  sculpture.In  early  2017,  .Recently  I  have  started  showing  my  work  

and  have  pieces  at  the  The  Artisan  Store  Fremantle,  East  End  Gallery  in  Beverley  and  Jahroc  Gallery  in  Margaret  River.

 Much  of  my  work  is  anthropomorphic.  Key  modes  of  expression  that  drive  this  are  pairings,  tonal  change,  line,  light  

and  balance.  Moving  to  Regional  Western  Australia  in  2010  has  seen  some  of  my  work  shift  to  pictorial  works  using  

glass  powders,  enabling  me  to  create  new  works  that  are  driven  by  my  surroundings.  I  work  in  many  ways,  using  

different  techniques  often  firing  the  same  piece  several  times,  this    enables  me    to  express  what  I  need  to.  As  a  

child  growing  up  in  Hobart  I  was  always  aware  of  the  beauty  of  my  surroundings,  I  have  kept  this  through  my  life,  

and  certainly  have  a  love  for  Regional  Western  Australia  and  all  it  offers.  This  is  expressed  in  my  powder  works,  and  

through  photographic  imagery  and  hand  drawn  images  screen  printed  onto  glass.  Currently  I  have  moved  towards  

incorporating  local  timber,  which  has  enabled  further  development  .                   

Blue Pair, glass, 35 x 58 x 16 cm, $1900

Eucalypts, glass, 22 x 53 x 22 cm, $1100

Mac SHEEDS

Sheeds  Mac  is an  Illustration  Artist  with  a  background  in  Graphic  Design.  Sheeds  completed  a  Bachelor  of  Arts  (Design)  majoring  in  Illustration,  

moving  ontocomplete  an  Honours  in  Illustration  at  Curtin  University  in  2015.  During  her  Honours  Degree,  she  created  a  book  for  children  aged  3-6  

diagnosed  with  Autism  Spectrum  Disorder.  Itis  through  research  for  this  project  that  she  developed  her  style,  focusing  on  depth  and  layering  to  

captivate  the  viewer.  Since  completion,  Sheeds  has  evolved  her  style  creating  more  complex  layering  and  using  navigational  charts  as  a  tool  for  

textures  and  storytelling.  Sheeds  has  produced  work  for  a  series  of  small  exhibitions  and  annually  designs  posters  for  the  Perth  Poetry  Festival.  

Sheis  currently  illustrating  anup  and  coming  rugby  manual  for  children.  Aside  from  Illustration,  Sheeds  is  also  involved  in  curating  and  co-ordinating  

Weird  In Progress  Art  Shows.  These  shows  are  designed  to  support,  promote  and  encourage  emerging  Perth  artists. 

A Herd in Johor Strait, charcoal and paint on navigational charts, 11.3 x 31.8 x 6.3 cm, $950

The  cranes  on  the  wharf  have  always  resembled  animals  to  me,  especially  as  a  child.  This  piece  is  designed  to  encourage  the  

viewer  tosee  the  world  from  a  child’s  perspective  andtobe  that  child  again;  full  ofimagination,  spirit  and  humour.
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My name is Harry Dodds, I’m a 17 year old Year 12 student at Cape Naturaliste College. I’ve always loved photography from a 

young age. I took over photography for my primary school drama production at 11. Now I take photos of dogs, cars and stars.

Harry DODDS

Blue Light Spaghetti, print, 12 x 8 cm, $50
Some Wednesday nights after twilight markets at Caves House I go down to a carpark in Yallingup and experiment with night 

photography, and then one day I decided to start running around with some fairy lights and see what would happen, and this is it. 

Ricky GESTRO

The Cage, digital C print on fine art photo rag, 45 x 29 cm, $600

Transience. Not  lasting,  enduring,  or  permanent.  Transition  and  Travel.  A  moment  in  time.  Isolating  figures  within  the  

built  environment  forces  questions  upon  me.  Questions  like...  Why  that  moment  in  time?  Why  that  particular  person?  

Why  that  scene  or  object?  The  answers  don’t  come  right  away,  instead  they  grow  within.  When  I  reflect,  the  mes-

sages  become  clear.  Identity,  Status  and  other  symbols  of  modern  living;  Metaphors  for  social  commentary.  These  

moments  are  captured  with  timing  and  precision.  Fleeting  glimpses  of  the  Past,  Present  and  Future.

Has  living  in  a  cage  made  us  lose  sight  of  what  we  have?  

The Minimalist, digital C print on fine art photo rag, 45 x 29 cm, $600
What identity will I choose today?

John SMITH

Outside Bar, Giclee framed, 50 x 75 cm, $400

Boxing Kangaroo, Giclee framed, 50 x 75 cm, $400

I  could  not  resist  the  temptation  of  taking  a  wonderful  artistic  photo  such  as  this.  I  just  love  the  architecture  of  the  building  above  

the  bar  and  the  way  the  bar  is  displayed.  I  decided  to  photograph  in  black  and  white  to  focus  on  texture  and  details. 

Four Bows, Giclee framed, 50 x 75 cm, $400

Old Architecture Giclee framed, 50 x 75 cm, $400

Four  Fishing  boats  resting  beside  each  other  waiting  for  someone  to  photograph.  So  I  did.  I  really  love  the  reflections  of  the  bows  in  the  

water  and  the  reflections  of  the  water  on  the  bows.  The  use  of  black  and  white  photography  brings  out  the  textures  and  reflections. 

Well,  I  just  love  the  whole  look  of  this  old  building,  the  brickwork,  and  the  lovely  wrought  iron  leading  up  the  stairs  to  the  door.  Notice  

also  the  old  door  knocker.  To  do  this  photo  justice,  I  have  chosen  not  to  use  colour  as  it  would  distract  from  its  true  form.

Who  does  not  remember  the  boxing  kangaroo?  It  is  still  gracefully  ageing  on  the  side  of  the  Old  Federal  Hotel.  Black  and  white  colours  

suit  better  to  timeless  artwork

Amy NEALE
Symbiosis, photographic print (framed and mounted), 20.3 x 25.4 cm, $360

A hippopotamus  showing  me  his  best  side  in  a  rancid  pool  of  (mostly)  water,  Tanzania.  The  hungry  red-billed  ox-

peckers  (Buphagus  erythorhynchus)  don’t  seem  to  mind  the  smell  as  they  feast  on  the  back  of  this  stinky  specimen.  

The  perfect  example  of  a  symbiotic  relationship  –  the  oxpeckers  are  provided  with  a  consistent  meal  of  ticks  and  

parasites,  and  the  hippopotamus  has  pest-free  skin  and  a  daily  clean  of  his  wounds

I Win, photographic print (framed and mounted), 20.3 x 25.4 cm, $360

One  of  the  more  feared  herbivores  due  to  their  unpredictable  nature  and  reputation  for  charging  is  the  Cape  Buffalo.  

Testing  out  the  renowned  buffalo-stare  through  the  long  grass  of  the  Serengeti,  this  young  calf  was  declared  winner  

after  a  number  of  mock-charges  from  the  mother.

Two zebra taking advantage of the camouflage in the high grass that is so abundant after the wet season. A truly beautiful 

animal with a striking coat – much like our fingerprints, each Zebra has its own unique pattern.

Fingerprints, photographic print (framed and mounted), 20.3 x 25.4 cm, $360

Arbeit Macht Frei, photographic print (framed and mounted), 20.3 x 25.4 cm, $360

Museum workers hurry through the freezing winter snow at Auschwitz, under a sign so cruelly stating – ‘Work Sets You Free’. 

A sobering memorial to so many who had their lives taken in the cruellest of ways. When people ask why it is so important to 

remember this event, I am reminded of an inscription at the site which said “The one who does not remember history is bound 

to live through it again”.
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Paul SUTHERLAND

Interrupted Recollection I, fine art photo print, 120 x 80 cm, $440

Paul  Sutherland  is  an  early  career  artist  from  Perth,  Western  Australia.  His  practice  combines  

photography,  video,  performance  documentation,  photosculpture  and  affective  installation.  

His  work  has  won  two  awards  at  the  Perth  Centre  for  Photography  and  is  kept  in  multiple  

private  collections.  He  graduated  in  2016  from  Curtin  University  with  First  Class  Honours

Interrupted  Recollection  draws  an  analogy  between  photographic  reproduction  and  the  function  and  operation  of  memory.  

As  we  remember  past  events,  they  become  distorted  by  our  emotions,  external  influences  and  time.  Interrupted  Recollection  

problematises  the  indexicality  of  photographs  by  reducing  the  distance  between  the  photographic  subject  and  the  media  used  

for  photographic  presentation  and  reproduction.  This  arwork  accentuates  and  celebrates  the  failures  of  digital  and  analog  displays,  

scanners  and  paper  in  rendering  the  subject  as  it  is  in  life.  A  photograph  can  never  truly  represent  the  world  as  it  is,  and  this  

artwork  posits  a  subjective  and  expressive  mode  of  photography. 

Interrupted Recollection II, fine art photo print, 120 x 80 cm, $440

Jo WARD

Perched, Canson Infinity Baryta photographique paper, 50 x 40 cm $250

Jo  Ward  is  a  photographer  based  in  Perth,  Western  Australia.  Jo  has  always  had  an  interest  in  photography  ever  since  after  school  

photography  club  in  the  dark  room  but  this  interest  ignited  when  she  emigrated  to  Australia  from  the  UK. With  such  an  amazing  country  

as  a  backdrop  it  was  hard  not  to  get  excited.  Jo  enjoys  capturing  images  whether  it  is  of  landscapes  or  people  that  create  a  connection  

with  her  audience.    It  could  trigger  a  memory  for  somebody  of  a  place  they  have  visited  with  her  landscape  photography  or  creating  

moments  in  time  with  her  portrait  photography.  Jo  currently  has  some  landscape  images  that  are  printed  onto  circular  marine  ply  available  

at  The  Artisan  Store,  High  Street,  Fremantle.     

Monochrome  image  of  a  small  village  perched  on  the  hillside  near  Ravello  on  the  

Amalfi  Coast  

Evening Light, Canson Infinity Baryta photographique paper, 40 x 50 cm, $250

Long  exposure  during  the  evening  light  at  Canal  Rocks,  Yallingup,  Western  Australia
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Sally BROWN (Adorned by Sally)

Opal Dream, sterling silver and yellow gold, 15 x 2 x 1 cm, $850

Sally  Brown  is  a  qualified  Jeweller  who  designs  and  creates  her  work  under  her  label,  Adorned  By  Sally.  She  is  very  passionate  about  

her  craft  and  loves  to  create  beautiful  and  elegant  pieces.  She  draws  her  inspiration  from  flowing  lines,  floral  motifs  and  natural  forms.  

Her  design  style  is  feminine  and  she  loves  to  use  materials  that  allow  her  to  create  intricate  designs.  All  of  Sally’s  workis  designed  and  

made  at  her  home  studio  in  Perth.  Her  preferred  materials  to  work  with  include  gold,  silver,  glass  and  a  wide  range  of  gem  stones. 

Hand-crafted Sterling silver and yellow gold necklace. Set with two aqua Australian Boulder Opals and green Peridots.

Eitan FRIEDMAN
Light on Water, sterling silver glass, pendant = 4 x 4 x 1 cm; chain = 45 x 2 cm, $720

Speaks  for  itself.  I’m  working  to  my  very  best  self.

Peta GARNAUT
Kandinsky, Sterling Silver 925, 9ct yellow Gold, Golden Rutilated Quartz, Andalusite., 
2 x 7.5 cm, $625 

Kandinsky  is  a  pendant  that  was  constructed  by  the  happy  accident  method  and  inspired  by  the  work  of  Kandin-

sky.  Crazy  lines  that  are  not  random  but  in  fact  have  meaning  and  synergy. 

Philippa HUNT

The Billabong Opal, Sterling Silver Gum Leaf Cuff set with Andamooka Matrix Opal, 6.3 x 4.3 x 6.4 cm $1750

Philippa  began  her  training  in  Rochester,  England  at  the  Kent  Institute  of  Art  and  Design  where  she  completed  a  National  Diploma  

followed  by  a  Higher  National  Diploma  in  Jewellery.  On  returning  to  Australia  she  entered  the  third  year  of  a  Jewellery  apprenticeship  

at  Solid  Gold  Jewellers  and  completed  her  apprenticeship  with  Wensley’s  Jewellers  in  Fremantle.  She  went  on  to  work  at  Sinclairs  

Jewellers  for  a  number  of  years  before  leaving  to  start  her  family.  She  has  worked  for  herself  ever  since,  doing  the  Bespoke  pieces,  

repairs,  alterations  and  wholesale  trade  work,  out  of  this  has  come  a  need  to  enjoy  the  creativity  that  being  a  jeweller  offers. 

Boyd PARRY (Artisan Silver)
Fine Silver Box, silver & enamel & 24ct gold wire, 6.5 x 3.5 cm, $640

Handmade  hammered  textured  enamel  silver  treasure  box
Fine SIlver Butterfly, Silver & enamel & 24ct gold wire,  7 x 7 cm, $400

Handmade  hammered  textured  enamel  silver  treasure  box

Felicity PETERS

Kaleidoscope with wild irises, Stg and fine silver amber 18ct and 24ct gold enamel Argyle champagne diamond, 3 x 5 x 3 cm, $980 

I  enjoy  making  works  which  have  an  element  of  surprise  or  mystery  about  them,  objects  which  can  stir  memories  or  take  the  

viewer  to  a  different  realm.  The  sculpted  amber  shaped  like  a  pyramid,  a  symbol  of  man’s  ingenuity,  a  reminder  of  past  history  now  

in  an  object  made  in  the  present  time.  A  tiny  diamond  to  reward  those  who  look  more  intensely,  memories  of  childhood  toys  and  

wonderment  at  changing  shapes.  Wild  irises-  Monet’s  garden  –summer  days. 
Memory Necklace, Stg silver fine silver 24ct gold, patina, chrome diopside, lapis lazuli, coral, enamel, shell, 45 cm,$1200

Felicity  Peters  is  a  full  time  maker  and  designer  of  objects  and  jewellery. Felicity  has  won  numerous  awards  nationally  including  a  

three  month  residency  in  Rome  from  the  Australia  council  and  a  Creative  Development  Fellowship  from  the  Department  of  Culture  

and  the  Arts.  To  date  Felicity  is  the  only  jeweller  to  be  awarded  this  honour.  This  fellowship  included  a  London  solo  exhibition  at  

the  prestigious  Lesley  Craze  Gallery.  Felicity  has  had  nine  solo  shows  and  many  invitational  and  selected  exhibitions  nationally  and  

internationally  including  USA,  Indonesia,  South  Korea,  UK,  Poland,  Iran  and  Turkey.  

A  necklace  with  number  of  small  containers  holding  a  variety  of  materials.  Why  did  the  maker  choose  these  materials?  What  materials  would  the  viewer  

choose?  Are  the  containers  echoing  past  jewellery  when  lockets  held  the  hair    of  a  loved  one,  or  a  lover’s  token.  

BLUE BANSKIA 

Banskia and Tourqouise Pendant, blue green resin and Banskia pendant with 
turquoise inlay, 3.4 x 6.3 cm, $90

Clare and Trev are a father daughter duo who have been making jewellery since 2015. They specialise in brightly coloured resin and timber 

pendants but also make bangles and earrings. Their signature range incorporates Banksia seed pods with a turquoise inlay. 

Banskia bangle, teal resin and West Australian Bull Banskia, 8.4 x 1.4 cm, $60



Inspired  by  a  wrought  iron  balustrade  in  North  Perth,  this  sterling  silver  brooch  features  a  conflict  free  diamond  and  a  pearl.    
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Helga RECZEK

Coral in Bloom, beads, copper, sterling silver wire, 15 x 2 x 1 cm, Necklace; $200, Earrings; $70 or $250 for the set 

Helga  was  born  in  Norway.  She  is  bringing  her  Scandinavian  influences  into  her  jewellery.  Helga  has  always  been  interested  in  

design.  She  first  started  designing  and  making  handbags  a  long  time  ago.  But  it  was  not  until  8  years  ago  when  her  husband  

took  up  a  job  in  East  Timor,  her  interest  for  jewellery  took  shape.  After  finding  a  lot  of  lovely  sea  glass  and  tiles  on  the  beach  

she  started  making  jewellery.  These  pieces  got  a  good  response  from  friends  and  soon  she  was  selling  them  at  markets.    

Back  in  Perth  she  is  continuing  designing  and  making  jewellery  using  sterling  silver,  copper  and  beads/sea  glass.    Sjøskatt  

Galina ROZHANOVA

Necklace and Braclet, delica beads, 20 x 30 x 20 cm, $110

Born  in  Russia,  emigrated  to  Australia  in  1996.    A  teacher  by  profession,  Galina  has  branched  out  into  production  of  

custom  made  jewellery,  embroidery,  painting,  knitting  and  crochet.  She  works  from  home  and  produces  perhaps  4  

pieces  per  month.    She  will  take  orders  to  customer’s  requirements  and  each  piece  is  unique.  Pieces  follow  different  

styles  from  woven  beads,  using  crystals,  gemstones,  wires,  ceramic  and  acrylic  beads. 

Sultana SHAMSHI

Lakeside Tree, Fine Silver, Gaspeite, 3.8 X 4.7 x 1.2 cm, $500

The Monastery on the Hill, Fine Silver, Gaspeite , Malachite and Tiger Iron, 5.9 x 4.5 x 1 cm, $1100

My  art  practice  consisted  of  experimenting  with  textiles,  wood,  ceramics  and  recycled  materials  until  I  enrolled  in  the  Advanced  

Diploma  in  Jewellery  Design  at  CIT  Perth  in  2010  after  which  I  realised  that  jewellery  and  metalwork  were  going  to  be  what  I  would  

always  be  doing.  I  bring  to  my  jewellery  practice,  my  passion  for  Mughal  Art  and  architecture  and  my  love  for  Indian  miniature  

painting,  combined  with  my  experiences  in  other  disciplines.  Indian  miniatures  consist  of  entire  universes  of  meaning,  stories,  cultures  

and  emotions  dazzlingly  contained  in  the  smallest  of  spaces.  I  strive  to  bring  this  quality  into  my  pieces  and  of  course  the  brilliant  

Belinda STEWART

Brooch, sterling silver, 40 x 4 cm, $440

I  started  working  with  metal  in  high  school  and  more  than  30  years  on,  still  feel  just  as  passionate  about  honing  my  skills,  learning  

new  techniques  and  finding  excuses  to  buy  more  tools.    I’m  currently  getting  inspiration  from  wrought  iron  fences  that  I  find  and  

photograph  on  my  travels  through  South  East  Asia  and  as  I  drive  through  the  suburbs  of  Perth.   

A  Evening  walk  along  the  Swan  River  on  a  hot  summer’s  night  drew  my  attention  to  the  beauty  in  a  new  moons  Darkness  Rising  over  the  water,

Haydn WHEELER (Salvation Gallery)

New  Moon  on  the  water, Sterling Silver, 24ct gold, Tahitian pearl, diamonds, 2 x 3 x 1.2 cm, $987.40

Born to a family of farmers, fishermen and environmentalists, Haydn understood from an early age the importance of practical hands and an 

inquisitive mind.  Under the watchful eye of his grandfather Lindsay, Haydn was a keen student, passing items, asking questions and observ-

ing carefully as Lindsay would sweat and cuss as things were repaired and built. Leaving the farm to attend high school in the city Haydn was 

exposed to a new world of opportunities and possibilities, the most exciting being the school’s jewellery design program. He embarked on an 

apprenticeship immediately and spent this time mastering his craft and developing his own distinct style and philosophy. 

The two brooches that I have made for the competition are from a series that I am working on depicting trees and landscapes inspired from 

memory, longing and the landscapes around where I live. These two are from “Lakescapes” which are inspired from my early morning walks 

around Lake Monger . All the stones used are sourced from mines in WA and cut and polished by me.. 

An  extravagant  twist  on  Newton’s  Craddle.  The  process  of  blending  physics  and  art.

Lynndy YOUNG 

Newton’s Folly - pendant and earrings, silver, copper and pyrite, $220 each  
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Julia ANDRIJASEVICH
Shame, needlefelt and textiles, 41 x 11 x 9 cm, $250 

Jenny ARCHIBALD

Cott beach after sunset, seine  twine  warp,  wool  and  cotton  weft, 8.5 x 8.5 cm, $250

Sometimes I see or hear something that causes me gut wrenching shame. The exposé of child brutality at the Dale Juvenile De-

tention Centre in the Northern Territory was one such occasion. Transforming natural fibres into a sculptural form by using a barbed 

needle was strangely cathartic way of dealing with my an-guish. Each jab of the needle slowly revealed the child within. Eucalyptus 

leaves and rusted iron used in the dyeing process evoke memories of his distant environment. As the child stands on the precipice his 

life deci-sions are greatly influenced by his treatment by those in authority. The diaphanous hood creates a sense of seeing the child 

behind the crime and thereby encouraging rehabilitation instead of revenge.

Tapestry  weaving  is  an  ancient  artform  that  has  been  around  for  more  than  6,000  years  and  the  process  remains  the  same  –  a  gentle  rhythmic  

wrapping  of  weft  over  warp  to  create  art  in  the  form  of  textile.  As  a  tapestry  evolves,  an  artist  explores  colour  and  light  translated  through  fibre.  This  

small  piece  is  of  a  hot  summer’s  evening  at  Cottesloe  Beach,  just  after  sunset  when  all  blue  had  gone  from  both  ocean  and  sky

I  learned  the  art  of  tapestry  weaving  later  in  life,  after  an  interest  in  the  arts  but  a  career  in  science  and  business.  Having  spent  

a  part  of  my  career  working  in  prehistory,  I  was  fascinated  how  people  from  around  the  world  created  thread  and  fabric,  using  

only  resources  around  them.  Tapestry  weaving  is  one  of  these  skills,  which  is  known  to  be  older  than  6,000  years.  It  was  used  

both  as  an  art  form  and  for  other  decorative  items  such  as  rugs  and  cloths.  The  process  of  making  a  tapestry  has  changed  

little  since  inception.  It  is  slow,  rhythmic  and  meditative  –  and  the  the  process  of  creating  can  be  highly  beneficial  in  helping  

us  manage  the  hectic  pace  of  our  world  today.  I  have  entered  this  piece  in  the  hope  that  it  might  inspire  others  to  take  it  up!!!  

Frida ADITI

Camp Dog, textiles, 40 x 40 x 20 cm, $325
The  Camp  Dog  knows  how  lucky  he  is.    He  is  the  carefree,  iconic  dog  of  the  Australian  outback.  He  is  extremely  loyal  and  is  a  much  

loved  family  and  community  member.    The  Camp  Dog  is  a  highly  social  animal.      It  thrives  on  loads  of  love,  affection,  and  left  over  

food  scraps  from  the  camp..     

Frida  Aditi  is  an  emerging  artist  living  in  Wheatbelt  WA.    She  is  inspired  by  the  energy  and  raw  honesty  of  intuitive  art.    Frida  

has  a  strong  interest  in  Jungian  psychology  and  symbolic  meaning.    Her  dreams  are  a  source  inspiration  for  her  work.Frida  

started  creating  with  textiles  when  she  was  a  child  and  they  are  her  first  “creative  language”.    Frida  produced  her  first  textile  

sculptures  last  year.    These  sculptures  have  been  inspired  by  the  characterful  creations    of  the  Tjanpi  Desert  weavers  and  a  

workshop  she  attended  with  Nalda  Searles  in  2017.

Keith, textiles, 16 x 10 x 55 cm, $180
Keith  is  a  crocodile  with  attitude.  He  is  a  crafty,  smiling  crocodile,  one  hundred  percent  confident.    The  Australian  Salty  is  a  large  and  powerful  

animal,  he  is  fast  on  land  and  in  the  water.    His  big  eyes  are  for  observing  its  unsuspecting  prey.  (  Never  smile  at  a  crocodile.)

Natali BOZHANOVA

Inspired by Dali, crocheted  bas-relief  (yarn,  clay,  wire,  wood), 45 x 35 x 9 cm, $269

This  work  is  a  manifestation  of  respect  and  admiration  to  wonderful  world  of  Dalí’s  Art.  In  the  left  corner  you  can  see  a  variation  of  the  soft  melting  

pocket  watch,  which  epitomizes  Dalí’s  theory  of  “softness”  and  “hardness”.  The  stork-legged  elephant  in  the  right  corner  symbolizes  contrast  between  

dominance,  power  and  “invisible  legs  of  desire”.    The  swarming  ants  are  another  Dalí’s  symbol.  They  are  references  to  death  and  decay,  and  are  

reminders  of  human  mortality  andimpermanence.

Natali  makes  different  characters  and  installations  using  yarn  and  hooks.  She  thinks  that  transformation  of  a  yarn  ball  into  

something  nearly  alive  is  a  miracle.  This  feeling  of  “being  a  wizard”  inspires  her  for  creating  more  and  more  characters,  each  

of  which  has  its  own  soul  and  a  personal  story.    The  main  theme  of  the  artist  is  all  the  wonders  of  the  natural  world.  She  

crochets  realistic  copies  of  animals  or  creates  funny  cartoon  characters.Natali  has  started  her  art  career  only  three  years  ago.  

However,  her  works  are  already  highly  appreciated  by  private  toys  collectors.   

Lyn FRANKE

Textiles of Chichester Millstream, textile,  painted  cotton,  raw  silk,  thread  and  stitch , 73 x 73 cm, $2600
My  work  is  inspired  by  the  amazing  colours  and  textures  of  the  Pilbara  region.  I  have  used  fine  cotton  painted,  raw  silk,  threads  and  stitch  andutil-

ising  the  sewing  machine  needle  as  a  fine  sharp  paint  brush  to  create  and  encapsulate  the  ruggedness  of  the  landscape.  The  lines  and  patterns  

form  to  bind  the  work  together  and  therefore  combine  to  provide  a  more  dynamic  representation.

Lyn  Franke  was  born  in  Perth  where  she  gained  an  Advanced  Certificate  in  Art  &  Design.    She  has  participated  in  numerous  

group  and  solo  exhibitions  such  as  Trinity  College  Cultural  Centre  Gallery,  Wills  Domain  Gallery  –  Yallingup,  Elements  Art  

Gallery  Dalkeith,  Fusion  Fine  Art  Subiaco  and  numerous  City  Council  and  private  school  exhibitions.  Lyn  has  won  over  30  art  

awards.  Her  works  are  represented  in  private  and  corporate  collections  both  in  Australia  and  internationally  (including  WA  Police  

Department,  St  John  of  God  hospital,  Bethesda  hospital  and  many  city  councils  offices). 
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Lindy FRAYNE

Felt me up, wool  and  silk  felted, $650
My  work  is  handmade  felt  using  fine  Australian  merino  wool  and  silk. I  love  the  wearability  of  the  natural  fibres  and  the  texture  created.

I I  have  been  handmaking  felt  garments  since  2002.  Being  self  taught  initially  until  I  discovered  Feltwest  Inc.  opening  up  a  whole  

new  world  of  feltmaking.  I  have  attended  many  workshops  and  been  inspired  by  overseas  tutors,  Charlotte  Buch  (Denmark),  

Jorie  Johnson  (USA/Japan),  Chad  Alice  Hagen  (USA). I  tutor  Feltmaking  at  Feltwest  and  at  schools  throughout  the  metropolitan  

area.  In  2009  I  taught  ‘Felting  for  Wearable  Surfaces’  in  2009  at  the  TAFTA  Geelong  Fibre  Forum,  a  live-in  workshop,  for  a  week.

Have  run  workshops  in  Margaret  River  and  in  the  great  southern  near  Albany. 

Val HORNIBROOK

Shades of Grey, wool  fibres,  silk  fabric, 490 x 40 cm, $500

A  situation  which  is  not  clear,  particularly  with  regard  to  whether  or  not  something  is  black  or  white  but  in  a  grey  area

When  I  married  my  husband  Nick  (a  farmer)  little  did  I  know  that  his  sheep  property,  in  the  south  west  of  Western  Australia,  

would  spark  such  an  interest  in  merino  wool  which  has  led  me  to  a  career  in  felt  making.    Throughout  my  felting  journey  I  have  

attended  various  workshops  from  international  and  national  tutors.  From  these  and  other  research  I  have  developed  my  own  felt  

practice.    My  interest  continues  in  the  techniques  of  feltmaking  combining  fibres,  including  silk,  to  create  a  contemporary  surface  

design  in  2D  and  3D.    Merino  wool  is  very  tactile  and  I  love  the  feel  and  touch  when  creating  work  it  will  often  give  an  element  

of  surprise  when  finished.    My  experimentation  with  dyeing  and  eco  printing  on  wool,  silk  and  making  sculpture  continues. 

Terri LEWIS

Gettting Carried Away, wool and twine, 40 x 40 cm, $200

My deep rooted desire to fly away! The koalas represent my “Getting Carried Away” feels. Nurturing my loves and trying desperately 

to hold on to my sanity ... this is my reality. 

Terri Lewis, the sole creator behind KaTerri Creations.  A happy hooker who is passionate about creating cute crochet creatures.

Margaret GIBSON

Nature, fabric, 30 x 74 cm $375

Inspiration  for  this  art  work  comes  from  the  elements  and  their  influence  in  and  on  nature.  Each  of  the  elements  is  believed  to  exert  

its  own  unique  properties  which  work  simultaneously  to  create  a  united  universe.

 In  the  past  10  years  I  have  developed  this  textile  collage  technique  which  uses  a  range  of  fabrics  to  capture  the  colour  and  feel  of  

our  land  and  sea  scapes.  Using  a  variety  of  textures  provides  an  added  dimension  that  gives  depth  to  the  work.  The  technique  is  

particularly  successful  in  capturing  the  different  nuances  of  light  on  and  through  water,  although  in  this  case,  NATURE  is  a  symbolic  

representation  of  the  elements. 

  

Karena HOLDEN

Momento Hat #1, nature sea rushes and jute with poppy pods, 36 x 10 cm, $250
The poppy pods represent our Anzacs who fought on distant shores to protect our country

I’m  a  textile  artist,  sculptor  and  mixed-media  painter  and  I’ve  lived  in  the  Perth  Hills  for  almost  30  years.  I  combine  my  arts  

practice  with  my  part-time  career  as  production  manager  for  Post  Newspapers  in  the  western  suburbs.  The  beautiful  natural  

environment  in  which  I’m  fortunate  to  live,  and  the  oceanside  western  suburbs  where  I  work,  provide  an  always  diverse  and  

rich  source  of  inspiration  for  my  art  practice.  But  above  all,  it  is  nature  that  challenges  and  excites  me,  and  is  the  basis  of  much  

of  my  artwork,  textiles  in  particular.  I  enjoy  including  a  wide  range  of  natural  materials  and  found  objects  in  my  textile  pieces,  

combining  a  strong  sense  of  place  and  references  to  traditional  crafts  and  practice.  My  work  is  in  many  private  collections,  and  I  

show  pieces  regularly  in  joint  exhibitions  as  well  as  in  private  galleries.

Momento Hat #2, native bush grass, jute and wool, 33 x 11 cm, $250

Native bush grass and jute with colours, symbolising desire for freedom and the end of war. 
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Kimberley PACE

Sticky, satin silk, glass beads, latex, resin life cast, twine, metal brackets, 60 x 100 x 50 cm, $500

Sticky  explores  the  body  as  not  contained  by  boundaries.  It  is  reduced  to  parts,  fragmented  by  the  slits,  folds  and  orifices  that  

interrupt  its  surface.  We  are  divided  at  its  margins,  seduced  and  disgusted  simultaneously  by  the  porous  openings  that  litter  the  

surface  of  skin.  The  body  seeps  past  the  limits  of  skin  it  is  excessive,  it  pulsates,  and  it  seeps  and  grows.  

Kimberley  Pace  (b.  1984)  is  an  artist  from  Perth,  Western  Australia.  After  graduating  from  Edith  Cowan  University  in  

2011,  completing  a  Bachelor  of  Contemporary  Arts  with  a  double  major  in  Visual  Arts  and  Contemporary  Fashion,  

she  completed  a  Masters  of  Arts  by  Research  degree  in  2015  at  the  same  university.  Kimberley  has  exhibited  reg-

ularly  since  2009  and  participated  in  a  number  of  group  and  solo  exhibitions  nationally  and  internationally  including  

the  most  recent  solo  exhibitions  Sticky  Surfaces  at  Seventh  Gallery  in  Melbourne,  Pulp  |  Made  in  Taiwan  at  Spec-

trum  Project  Space  in  Perth,  WA,  Hard  Bodies  at  Sawtooth  ARI  in  Launceston  and  a  collaborative  exhibition  Double  

Helix  at  Blindside  ARI.    Kimberley’s  practice  investigates  the  fluidness  of  the  corporeal  body  explored  through  a  

multidisciplinary  studio  approach  involving  garment,  object,  ceramics  body,  performance,  video  and  sound.  

Keith TERRY

Hand woven scarf 1, $120

Hand-spun  dyed  merino  wool  hand-woven  in  an  array  of  coloured  strips  with  a  natural  coloured  light  brown  Corriedale  weft. 

Keith  is  a  retired  Radiation  Physicist  who became  involved  in  weaving  when  his  then  partner,  who  was  spinning  and  weaving  

at  the  time,  was  asked  to  source  a  weaving  loom  for  a  friend  of  a  friend  arriving  from  overseas.   Keith  checked  out  the  

loom  when  they  got  it  home  and  became  hooked.  Using  this  1  m  wide  eight-shaft  floor  loom  he  mainly  weaves  scarves  

and  shawls.   He  prefers  to  weave  high  quality  yarns  such  as  cashmere  and  alpaca,  especially  locally  produced  natural  and  

coloured  Australian  alpaca  yarns. However,  he  does  weave  wool,  possum,  mohair,  silk,  cotton  and  synthetic  yarns  to  make  an  

interesting  array  of  colourful,  soft  and  eye-catching  products.  Keith’s  products  carry  the  Vectis  Ori  label.  

Kath MOORE
Dry Banskia, fabric pens and dyes, 48 x 48 cm, $65 

Den SCHEER
Parkdale BC 66, woolbags, thread., 120 x 120 cm, $2500

I  grew  up  in  the  sheep  yards.  Wool  bags  are  artefacts  of  these  locations  and  shorthand  that  farmers  impress  upon  them.The  

smell  never  leaves  your  skin.

A  Noro  Silk  Garden  yarn  (40%  wool,  25%  silk,  25%  polyamide,  10%  mohair)  hand-woven  with  a  silver  blue  coloured  silk  yarn  as  

the  weft  in  a  chevron  pattern.

Hand woven scarf 2, $120

Brenda WARNER

Handmade  Fabric  short  Dress  or  long  Top, $195

This  fabric  was  made  with  threads  and  small  fabric  pieces.  I  fed  and  raised  a  silk  worm.  Can  you  see  how  the  

cocoon  was  used?

Brenda  Warner  Feltnitnstitch  Brenda  Warner  is  a  Fremantle  textile  artist.  She  works  with  fabrics  and  yarns  because  she  enjoys  the  

challenge  of  combining  her  love  of  texture  and  colour.  Brenda  uses  her  many  accomplished  textile  skills  to  create  a  distinctive  

range  of  unique  fashion  pieces  designed  for  ladies  of  any  age  who  crave  something  different  from  their  fashion.    The  current  

Feltnitnstitch  range  is  composed  of  a  wide  variety  of  unique  accessories,  finished  using  some  of  the  artist’s  most  accomplished  

techniques,  including  felting  hand-knitting  of  fabrics  and  yarns  and  freestyle  machine  embroidery.  She  also  creates  textile  land-

scapes  and  abstract  pictures. 

This  artwork,  which  I  can  see  from  my  window,  reminds  me  how  lucky  I  am  to  live  in  Fabulous  Fremantle.

Fabulous Fremantle, textiles, $375

The cushion covers are pure linen, painted with fabric dye.. They have a zip and an appropriate cushion insert. They are washable. All designs are   

representing  Western  Australian  wildflowers.
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